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Preface
This conference is the fifth in a series. The organizers have tried to get together those PhD
students who work on any fields of computer science and its applications to help them possibly
in writing their first abstract and paper, and may be to give their first scientific talk. As far as
we know, this is one of the few such conferences. The aims of the scientific meeting were
determined on the council meeting of the Hungarian PhD Schools in Informatics: it should
• provide a forum for PhD students in computer science to discuss their ideas and research
results,
• give a possibility to have constructive criticism before they present the results in profes-
sional conferences,
• promote the publication of their results in the form of fully refereed journal articles, and
finally
• promote hopefully fruitful research collaboration among the participants.
The best talks will be awarded with the help of our sponsors. The papers emerging from
the presented talks will be forwarded to the journals of Acta Cybernetica (Szeged), and Peri-
odica Polytechnica (Budapest); and the mathematics oriented papers to Publicationes Math-
ematicae (Debrecen). The deadline for the submission of the papers is the end of August
2006. The manuscripts will be forwarded to the proper journals. To get acquainted with
the style of the journals please study earlier issues of them. One sample paper is available
at http://www.inf.u-szeged.hu/ ∼cscs/csallner.tex .
Although we did not advertise it on the web, a high number of good quality abstracts have
been submitted. If you encounter any problems during the meeting, please do not hesitate to
contact one of the Organizing Committee members. The organizers hope that the conference
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Instrument separation in poliphonic recordings using instrument
prints
Kristóf Aczél
Decomposing a polyphonic musical recording to separate voice and instrument tracks has
always been a challenge. Even extracting one of the many instruments in a complex recording is
currently unsolved. The importance of this issue shows when we want to apply different filters
to single instruments in a recording that have already been mixed into stereo channels. The
paper shows a new way of sound separation that works even on mono-aural digital recordings.
There are already achievements on sound source separation. Although these algorithms
may do a good job in separating instruments or groups of instruments from each other, they
are not capable of separating one single note from the remaining part of the recording. It means
that they are e.g. unable to filter out one and only one single misplayed note from a polyphonic
piece.
The paper deals with one approach for separating single notes in the recording. The goal is
using this approach later for doing pitch shifting on the single separated notes in a polyphonic
recording when needed. Therefore we will concentrate on separating only those parts that de-
termine the base frequency of a musical note. This means that in case of e.g. a piano recording
we do not deal with the sound of the hammer hitting the strings - which remains more or less
the same regardless of which key we press - but only with the sound of the strings which vary
as we play different notes on the instrument.
The separation algorithm is based on the discreet Fourier transform which is used for con-
verting the sound data from time domain to frequency domain. We compute the spectogram
of two recordings. One is the original recording, which has to be processed. The second one is
a recording that contains sample notes of the instrument of interest.
Figure 1: Block diagram of sound separation
We can generate an instrument model of the specific instrument from the second recording,
storing its characteristics. We will call this model "instrument print" model. After storing the
right instrument print, we can analyse the first recording. We find the spot where we want
to separate one or more notes from the remainder of the recording, then subtract the right
frequencies from the recording in frequency domain, with the help of the instrument print.
The subtracted component can be kept if needed, or thrown away, if not. After this step, the
sound data can be converted back to time-domain.
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On the Ambiguity of Reconstructing Decomposable hv-Convex
Binary Matrices
Péter Balázs
The reconstruction of binary matrices from their projections is a basic problem in discrete
tomography. Reconstruction algorithms have a wide area of applications in graph theory, non-
destructive testing, statistical data security, biplane angiography, crystallography, radiology,
image processing, and so on. For practical reasons the projections can be taken only from few
(usually at most four) directions. This often leads to ambiguous or/and NP-hard reconstruction
which is inappropriate for applications. One commonly used technique to reduce ambiguity
and to avoid intractability is to suppose having some a priori information of the matrix to be
reconstructed. In this paper we assume that the matrix to be reconstructed is hv-convex and
decomposable. First, we give a construction to prove that the use of only two projections is
not sufficient to eliminate ambiguity, that is, for some inputs there can be exponentially large
number of hv-convex decomposable binary matrices having the same horizontal and vertical
projections. In the case of four projections we are faced the following problem. Although using
four projections all the binary matrices of this class with the given projections can be recon-
structed in polynomial time [1] the class of decomposable hv-convex matrices is not explicitly
defined. In more detail, one criteria of decomposability is that the components of the binary
matrix are uniquely reconstructible from their horizontal and vertical projections. However,
when reconstructing hv-convex matrices it cannot be decided in advance whether this criteria
is satisfied. This sometimes does not lead the reconstruction algorithm to fail, i.e., the recon-
struction algorithm possibly gives a solution even if one of the components is not uniquely
determined. We do experiments to investigate the possibility that a component (which is an
hv-convex polyomino) is uniquely determined by its horizontal and vertical projections. We
also study how the knowledge of a component’s third projection effects on the ambiguity.
References
[1] P. Balázs. A decomposition technique for reconstructing discrete sets from four projections,
Image and Vision Computing, submitted.
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New Method for Designing Polymorphic System Programming
Languages
Ádám Balogh and Zoltán Csörnyei
There are a lot of high level programming languages for application programming which
make use of advanced techniques like classes, inheritance, polymorphism and virtual meth-
ods. However, the use of these languages for low level programming, like operating system or
embedded system software development is quite limited because of their high overhead (e.g.
explicit data tags of identifying dynamic type, virtual method tables etc.). This is probably the
main cause that software for these systems are developed still in C, which neither does have the
above mentioned techniques, nor is type safe. In our presentain we show language constructs
which enable the system programmer to use many features of the object-oriented languages
without significant extra overhead. Our solution is based on type invariants which identify the
dynamic type of a variable instead of explicit data tags. Virtual method tables are replaced by
small dispatcher routines generated at link time. The technique discussed in the presentation
can be used either to extend already existing languages or to design a new language.
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On-line Bin Packing with Restricted Repacking: Lower Bounds1
János Balogh, József Békési, Gábor Galambos, and Gerhard Reinelt
In 1996 Ivkovič and Lloyd [1] gave a lower bound of 43 for those one-dimensional fully dy-
namic bin packing algorithms, where the number of repackable items is restricted to a constant
in each step. In this paper we improve this result to about 1.3871. We present our proof for
a semi-on-line case of the classical bin packing, but it works for the same case of fully dy-
namic bin packing as well. We prove the lower bound by analyzing and solving a specific
optimization problem with non-linear constraints. The bound can be expressed exactly using
the Lambert W function.
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One dimensional semi-on-line bin packing algorithms1
János Balogh, József Békési, Gábor Galambos, and Gerhard Reinelt
In the talk a family of semi-online bin packing algorithms is defined and analyzed. In case
of semi-online algorithms in each step it is allowed to proceed one of certain operations as
repacking, reordering or buffering some elements before they having packed. It is clear that
such type of algorithms are acceptable if they perform better than the on-line ones. (We require
that the more information we need the better algorithm.)
Here we deal with semi-on-line algorithms which allow the repacking. We suppose that in
these algorithms any repacking has unit cost independently from the size of an item. Similarly,
we assume that the maximum number of elements to be repacked in each step are bounded by
a foregiven constant k. We call these algorithms as k-repacking semi-on-line algorithms.
For every positive integer k we define a k− repacking algorithm, called HFR−k. We prove










for which bk ∈ [0, 16k ] holds. One can see that for
enough large – but finite – values of k the ACR of the algorithm tends to quick to 1, 5. So, in
some special cases – already for small k-s – we can improve some on-line results.
The first interesting particular case is the k = 2. Then ACR(HFR-2) = 1, 5728 . . ., which is
better than the ACR of the best known on-line algorithm (1, 58889 . . .) [1]. The case k = 4 is also
remarkable: Here ACR(HFR-4) = 1, 5389 . . ., and so it is smaller than the best known lower
bound (1, 5401 . . .) for the on-line algorithms pubished in [2]. This means that the 4-repacking
semi-on-line algorithms are more competitive than the on-line ones.
These are those results which show that our algorithm uses well the extra informations
about the elements of the list and the relaxation of the on-line rule. Two open questions: Is
there such a semi-on-line algorithm which may repack only one item in each step and its ACR
is smaller than 1, 583 . . .? Is there such a semi-on-line algorithm which has a better ACR than
1, 5401 . . . and it repacks less than 4 items in each step?
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An On-line Speaker Adaptation Method for HMM-based ASRs
András Bánhalmi, Dénes Paczolay, and András Kocsor
When building a robust continous speech recognition system, one good way of improving
the recognition accuracy [4] is via speaker adaptation [2]. All the state-of-the-art dictation sys-
tems use techniques to adapt the initial speaker independent model to a new speaker. These
techniques require a large amount of sentences for utterance by the user, and the computa-
tion of the adaptation begins after recording these predefined sentences. The dictation system
allows speech recognition only after this long-time adaptation procedure has been completed.
Our goal is to avoid this time-consuming procedure by creating a method that is embedded
into a continous speech recogniser to retrieve the data for the adaptation process. The method
proposed by us can be used with HMM-based speech recognisers [1] where multistack struc-
ture is used to store the hypotheses. We call a "hypothesis" a phoneme series, and it has a
probability at a specific time. The hypotheses are stored in a stack ordered according to their
probability. When a hypothesis is being extended (the next sound frame is being evaluated),
the grammar module is asked for the possible phoneme continuatations and probabilities for
them. The acoustic probablilty given by the HMM and the probability given by the grammar
module will change the order of the hypotheses in the next stack. If two or more hypothe-
ses have the same phoneme series, they will be fused into one hypothesis. This can be done
without losing information in HMM-based systems. Then, using Viterbi and N-best cutting we
drop the least likely hypotheses from the next stack. More details can be found about systems
like ours in [3].
Of course embedding an automatic adaptation data retrieval method into a system like our,
will introduce some problems. Not only the phoneme series and the data of the last phoneme
HMMare needed to be stored by the system, but the tables of the most probable previous state,
the tables of the gaussian components, and the tables containing the information of the jumps
to the next phoneme HMM’s start state are also required. Moreover, to create fast recognition,
it is important to decrease the numbers of the hypotheses by fusing them. If only recognition is
performed, all the hypotheses with the same phoneme series can be fused, but when adaptation
information is stored, not all these hypotheses can be. In this paper we propose a method
for storing the adaptation data efficiently in a graph structure, then we can examine which
hypotheses can be fused and which can not.
Using an adaptation data retrieval method like this, the sentences for utterances need not be
predefined, as data retrieval could be run during the recognition phase. Using this technique
in practice gives rise to certain other problems. The retrieved data can be used for adaptation
only if they are accurate, so the user should approve the correctness of the recognition result.
If the recognition result is approved, then the accuracy of the retrieved data will be high only if
the segmentation borders between phonemes are well determined. Here we will compare the
accuracy of our continous automatic segmentation with that automatic segmentation which
is based on a predefined sequence and dynamic programming.We will use the manually seg-
mented data as a baseline. The above mentioned automatic segmenting algorithm using a pre-
defined phoneme series builds one large HMM model, which is a chain of the HMMs labeled
by the phonemes of the sentence. When segmenting phonetically the given utterance, this large
HMM model will be evaluated via the Viterbi algorithm, and the most probable path of HMM
states will be traced back to give us the phonetic segmentation. The effect of these segmenta-
tion methods will be compared by the accuracy of the recognition after adaptation. Among the
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Investigation of a Delayed Differential Equation with Verified
Computing Technique
Balázs Bánhelyi






where α ∈ R+ is a parameter.
When α ≤ 1.5, it is known, that the trajectory converges to zero, and when α ≥ π/2, the
trajectory converges to different periodic solutions. Thus, the question is the [1.5, π/2] interval.
We want to prove that there do not exist periodic solutions of this delayed differential equation
with any α ∈ [1.5, π/2] parameter as conjectured in [6].
The analysis of this problem is very hard with numerical methods, hence in the first part








exists a unit length time segment where the absolute value of the solution is less than 0.075. Let
the initial function be
φ(s) ≡ −11,
where s ∈ [−1, 0].
Most verified techniques for solving ordinary differential equations apply a Taylor series.















for some x∗ ∈ [x0, x] (x0 ≤ x).
If we want a better approximation of the solution, we have to use higher derivatives. We
can characterize the higher derivatives with this formula:









In this case the verification means verification in the mathematical sense, hence rounding
and other errors were considered and bounded. Instead of real numbers, we can also calculate
with intervals. In case the bounds of the result interval are not representable, then they are
rounded outward. In this problem we used the multiple precision interval arithmetic libraries
(C-XSC, PROFIL/BIAS) [5, 3].
To provide a mathematical proof, it is not enough to use interval arithmetic, we have to use
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We use two fix length lists to store the solution bounds. The first list contains the solution
and the derivatives on time intervals, which cover the unit length time segment. The other list
stores the solution and the derivatives in concrete time points. We calculate the new elements of
the lists with the earlier discussed formula. The oldest elements are deleted from the lists, and
the new ones are inserted. This technique has three parameters: step length, maximum derivate
rank, and a precision of the interval arithmetic. We combine our method and an optimization
technique to determine the optimal values for these parameters.
We proved the above original statement with this technique for some tiny intervals around
certain computer representable numbers. But we were not able to prove it for all points of the α
parameter interval, due to the large amount of necessary CPU time. We show the details of the
newest program which is based on the earlier technique and the idea some theoretical results.
This compound method is able to prove the original conjecture for α ∈ [1.50, 1.568].
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Model driven testing of component based systems
Gábor Bátori, Zoltán Theisz, and Domonkos Asztalos
The growing demand of the telecommunication market for complex systems cannot be eas-
ily satisfied without new development paradigms. Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [1] offers
a good way to achieve the desired complexity management. However, MDA uses UML as a
notation and in many cases UML is too complicated to use because its philosophy does not
match to the one of the modelled system. In that case a well defined modeling language, that
is, a Domain Specific Language for the problem is more effective. Domain specific modelling
requires at least three ingredients to be well-defined:
• Metamodel that defines which concepts have relevance in the problem domain, how they
are related to each other and in which manner they can be put together correctly to pro-
vide consistency.
• Model that uses the concepts defined in the metamodel and establishes an instance set of
these concepts which describes the problem.
• Model translators that add semantical meanings to the metamodel concepts. A translator
could be e.g. a model-to-code translator which generates source code from the model or a
model-to-model translator which translate a model describing one aspect of the system to
another model describing different aspect. An example model translator is the one which
creates the architecture model of the modelled system from the functional model.
The modelling tool we use that enables the domain specific modelling of systems is the Generic
Modeling Environment (GME) [2]. GME supports metamodelling and metamodel aware mod-
elling of the application domain. Furthermore, it provides two ways of defining model trans-
formation; an interpreter based and a more formalised graph transformation based method.
Increased customer requirements for building highly reconfigurable and reusable system can
be handled with an appropriate system architecture. To control these demands component
system architecture is necessary that enables reusable modularized services to be composed,
interconnected, configured and deployed to create applications rapidly and robustly in dynam-
ically changing distributed environments. To fulfil all requirement of the telecommunication
software development we created the ErlCOM system [3], that is, an innovative combination
of the beneficial aspects of component-based programming and model based development.
There is a strong need for effective testing of model based applications but there is no com-
monly accepted method. Our main goal is to create a generic framework for testing generated
from the metamodel and the model of the application. The generated framework can be used
for writing test cases manually but the main goal is to serve as a basis for different automatic
test generation algorithm plug-ins. Moreover, since all plug-in test generation algorithms rely
on the services of the underlying test framework, therefore, they provide comparable results.
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Test Generation with Dynamic Impact Analysis for C++ Programs
Mihály Biczó, Krisztián Pócza, and Zoltán Porkoláb
During regression testing tests from an existing test suite are run against a modified version
of a program in order to assure that the underlying modifications do not cause any side effects
that would demolish the integrity and consistency of the system. Although the test set can
grow uncomfortably large, we can safely focus on a smaller subset of modification traversing
tests, since only these tests might reveal an error. Unfortunately, in many cases the original and
modified system generates identical output for a modification traversing test, which means that
the test in question is not effective. In this paper we present an efficient C++ specific approach
to automatically repair ineffective test cases. Our solution is a two stage process, both stages
performing a forward algorithm, which guarantees results can be obtained on-the-fly. First,
the exact cause of ineffectiveness and the affected statement is identified; while in the second
stage input variables whose values should be altered to repair the test are selected. Applying
our algorithm requires precise instrumentation of the source code. Still this method can be
successfully applied to large-scale applications, therefore it not only helps system maintainers
to automatically manage the test suite, but it also assures that the system would be run against
a harsh test set. Under these circumstances we get a very reliable and safe solution, which
minimizes the possibility of an unexpected system failure.
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Because of the cheap price and high capacity of Ethernet switches, Ethernet technology is
conquering the backbone and access networks. It is now an accepted design pattern in network
engineering to use VLAN-s not only in access and distribution but in the backbone layer too.
As the Ethernet started its career as a LAN technology, it does not have OAM (Operation,
Administration, and Maintenance) capabilities comparable to SDH, ATM or MPLS. So it is not
surprising that it does not have support for error handling and signalling comparable to ICMP.
For the network providers and system administrators knowledge of the actual and the past
topology of a network is the most important thing. As current Ethernet technology does not
provide special tools for topology maintenance and discovery there are several special methods
available in the literature that can be used for discovering the actual Layer 2 topology of a
network. In this article we will summarize the best known Layer 2 topology discovery methods
and we will compare them on the basis of the complexity, the amount of the information needed
and the resolution provided. A novel CAM table-based approach will be shown and compared
with existing technologies.
Keywords: network topology, CAM table, STP
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Paxos with multiple leaders
Vilmos Bilicki and József Dombi Dániel
Distributed computing is becoming evermore important as the e-* services become part of
our everyday life. It is not an easy task to fulfil the demand for 7x24 availability. One pos-
sible way of creating reliable services is to use multiple servers with the same set of services.
An issue here is that these servers should have the same knowledge so that they can work
in a consistent manner. This problem is frequently solved with the help of different group
communication services. These services can provide different levels of fault tolerant services
from FIFO multicast to virtual synchrony. One well known group communication service is the
Paxos algorithm which is a 2000 year old algorithm first used by ancient Greeks as a parliamen-
tary protocol. The traditional Paxos algorithm uses, among other abstractions, a single leader
functionality to serialise parallel events which in turn provides a global ordering property for
the system. However, this single dedicated point weakens the reliability of a distributed sys-
tem. Here we will present several new solutions for distributed global ordering based on the
Paxos algorithm and we will compare them on the basis of message complexity and the safety
level provided.
Keywords: distributed system, consistency, Paxos, group communication services
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Models for Predicting the Performance of ASP.NET Web
Applications
Ágnes Bogárdi-Mészöly, Tihamér Levendovszky, and Hassan Charaf
Web applications play an important role in computer science nowadays. The most com-
mon consideration is performance, because these systems must provide services with low re-
sponse time, high availability, and certain throughput level. The performance-related prob-
lems emerge very often only at the end of the software project. With the help of properly
designed performance models, the performance metrics of a system can be determined at the
earlier stages of the development process [1]. Today one of the most prominent technologies
of web applications is Microsoft .NET. The goal of our work is to predict the response time, the
throughput and the tier utilization of ASP.NET web applications, based on a queueing model
[2, 3] handling multiple session classes, with MVA (Mean-Value Analysis) evaluation algorithm
and approximate MVA [4, 5], in addition with balanced job bounds calculation [6]. Handling
one session class, for large values of customers or if the performance for smaller values is not
required, MVA can be too expensive computationally. Handling multiple session classes, the
time and space complexities of MVA are proportional to the number of feasible populations,
and this number rapidly grows for relatively few classes and jobs per class. Thus, it can be
worth using an approximate MVA algorithm or a set of two-sided bounds.
We have estimated the model parameters (maximum number of customers, number of tiers,
average user think time, visit number, average service time) based on one measurement. With
the help of MATLAB, we have implemented the MVA and approximate MVA algorithms for
closed queueing networks along with the calculation of the balanced job bounds. The scripts
compute the response times, the throughputs and the tier utilizations up to a maximum num-
ber of customers. MVA provides a recursive way, approximate MVA computes these in a few
steps, while balanced job bounds method completes in one step. We have tested a web ap-
plication with concurrent user sessions to validate the models in ASP.NET environment. Our
results have shown that the models predict the response time and the throughput acceptably,
with MVA, approximate MVA, and calculation of balanced job bounds as well. Furthermore,
the presentation tier becomes congested firstly. The utilization of the database tier is the second,
and the utilization of the business logic queue is the last one.
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Methods for Retrieving and Investigating Performance Factors in
ASP.NET Web Applications
Ágnes Bogárdi-Mészöly, Tihamér Levendovszky, and Hassan Charaf
New frameworks and programming environments were released to aid the development
of complex web applications. These new languages, programming models and techniques
are proliferated nowadays, thus, developing such applications is not the only issue anymore:
operating, maintenance and performance questions have become of key importance. One of the
most important factors is performance, because network systems face a large number of users,
they must provide high-availability services with low response time, while they guarantee
a certain level of throughput. These performance metrics depend on many factors. Several
papers have investigated various configurable parameters, how they affect the performance of
a web application. Statistical methods and hypothesis tests are used in order to retrieve factors
influencing the performance. An approach [1] applies analysis of variance.
Today one of the most prominent technologies of distributed systems and web applications
is Microsoft .NET. An ASP.NET application server has several settings which can affect the
performance [2]. Our primary goal was to investigate factors influencing the response time,
because it is the only performance metric to which the users are directly exposed. We tested a
web application with concurrent user sessions [3], focusing on the effect of the different thread
pool properties, the global queue limit and the application queue limit on performance. The re-
sults are analyzed in a qualitative manner which is followed by using statistical methods with
the help of MATLAB: independence tests [4] to investigate which factors influence principally
the performance. Our experiments have shown that the maxWorkerThreads, maxIOThreads, min-
FreeThreads, minLocalRequestFreeThreads, requestQueueLimit, and appRequest-QueueLimit proper-
ties are performance factors. In addition, we have determined the distribution of the response
time as a function of the thread pool attributes settings. The normality has been intuitively
founded by graphically methods, and has been proven with hypothesis tests [5]. Finally, opti-
mal settings according to the performance-related requirements are determined as a function
of client workload.
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Extracting Human Protein Information from MEDLINE Using a
Full-Sentence Parser
Róbert Busa-Fekete, Kornél Kovács, and András Kocsor
Nowadays the MEDLINE [1] database is becoming the most comprehensive biomedical ab-
stract repository among the life sciences literature. Due to its easy access and availability, it is
one of the most widely-used sources of scientific data that uses several information retrieval
systems. The NLM (U.S. National Library of Medicine) maintained MEDLINE database con-
tains over 13 million references from about 4900 journals dating from 1965 to the present, and
it is updated weekly. Obviously it is a crucial task in bioinformatics text mining to develop
an automatic system that extracts information about genes and their interactions. That is why
we were motivated in building an information extraction (IE) system that makes use of natural
language processing (NLP) techniques.
In biological studies, the researchers are mostly interested in the interactions of the genes,
so in this area of science biologists require an IE system that can search for relationships among
human proteins [2]. That is why we will focus here only on genes that occur in living human
cells. The National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) [3] has many databases about
gene interactions distributed taxonomically. Using these data sets we can easily obtain a subset
of MEDLINE containing information about human gene interactions. We assume that in each
observed abstract the gene names occur in it. We used a thesaurus containing about 58,000 gene
names and their synonyms in order to annotate the gene names in the abstracts. The thesaurus
was built up using three sources: Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) Metathesaurus
[4], UMLS SPECIALIST Lexicon[4] and the Agilent Technologies[5] database.
With our approach we would like to learn more about the interactions of genes using full-
sentence parsing [6, 7, 8]. Given a sentence, the syntactic parser assigns to it a syntactic struc-
ture, which consists of a set of labelled links connecting pairs of words. The parser also pro-
duces a constituent representation of a sentence (showing noun phrases, verb phrases, and
so on). Using the syntactic information of each abstract, the biological interactions of genes
can be predicted. Our IE system can handle certain types of gene interactions with the help
of machine learning (ML) [9] methodologies (Artificial Neural Network [10], Support Vector
Machines [11, 12]). Actually, many features of a syntactic tree can be represented as a multidi-
mensional vector (i.e. depth and frequencies of different labels).
The performance of the IE process is influenced mostly by the quality of the syntactic pars-
ing, which is why we chose to examine several methods to see how well they perform. A
traditional approach, namely the Link Parser [13], will be applied as the baseline system. Be-
cause the LINK Parser is a general purpose syntax analyzer, its special biomedical extension
will be also investigated. In addition, we propose a novel ML-based syntax parser for English.
The algorithm interprets the words in a sentence as individual subtrees, and it concatenates the
most suitable adjoining subtrees according to the ML model used.
When designing our system we had to take into account the fact that MEDLINE is a rapidly
growing system and that the data is stored in compressed XML file format. So we created a
framework which can handle the abstracts and their updates in their raw form, and incorpo-
rate them into our IE system. We evaluated our system on the well-known annotated Human
Protein Reference Database (HPRD) [14] corpus and obtained some useful results.
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A Rule-based Transformation Engine for Web Page Re-authoring
Péter Cserkúti and Hassan Charaf
This paper introduces SmartWeb, a system for web page re-authoring. It reveals its main al-
gorithms and highly extensible architecture. The purpose of web page re-authoring (a.k.a. web
content adaptation) is to transform the original web content in a way that it can adequately be
displayed on a client device, let it be a mobile, a PDA or a desktop computer. The adaptation
process should take the capabilities of the rendering client into consideration such as screen
resolution, network bandwidth, type and speed of processor, amount of memory or software
configuration and produce the best version of the original content for that. This results a ren-
derer independent web browsing capability.
SmartWeb is a proxy-based solution. It is always situated between the client and the web
server that contains the requested web page. It catches all the queries of the client and before
returning the requested content it fulfills an adaptation process on the original page.
The essence of SmartWeb is the adaptation process itself. Its input is the original html page
and its output is a modified version of it. SmartWeb handles html pages as trees that we call
transformation tree. The adaptation process is realized by the help of graph transformation.
One can define special graph transformation rules that the engine can execute against the
transformation tree. A rule is made up by two parts: a left hand side (LHS) pattern and a
right hand side (RHS) tree with witch the LHS pattern must be replaced. The paper introduces
the method how SmartWeb facilitates defining LHS patterns representing common block types
in web pages, and exhibits its technique for describing RHS trees for them. A major point of
the graph transformation process is matching the specified patterns in the transformation tree.
There are existing algorithms for pattern matching such as Ullmann’s algorithm or the VF2
algorithm. However because of the complexity of our pattern definition method they can not
be used here or must be extended. This paper will also introduce an algorithm for matching
these patterns in the transformation tree and an other algorithm for transforming them accord-
ing to the RHS tree. There are two things that make these algorithms powerful and SmartWeb
easy and convenient to configure: first when defining an LHS pattern one can freely refer to an
other previously matched pattern as a node of the graph and second when defining the RHS
tree referring to subtrees of the LHS pattern is allowed.
SmartWeb is an extensible framework for web content adaptation. Its extensibility has got
two levels. First, there are pipelines defined in the system and all the algorithms implemented
are attached to an adequate one. New algorithms that analyze or transform the transformation
tree can easily be implemented and attached to the system. Second, the set of transformation
rules can be extended. New patterns and rules can be defined in XML. The paper also intro-
duces the architecture of SmartWeb.
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Probabilistic confidence prediction in document clustering
Kristóf Csorba and István Vajk
In this paper we propose a novel technique to predict the confidence of the clustering of
a document before performing the clustering procedure itself. If an application has time lim-
itations for the document clustering and it has to cluster as much documents as possible, it
can use the predicted confidence value to sort the documents and process the ones with high
expected confidence first. This means that the system begins with the documents for which
the probability of a certain result is high. If it has enough time, it can process the remaining
documents as well, but only after the most beneficial ones. The base method consists of three
key techniques of the feature-space based document clustering: term frequency quantizing,
singular value decomposition and double clustering.
Term frequency quantizing removes the unnecessary variation of the term frequencies. This
step was introduced through the idea, that the exact occurrence number of a frequent term in a
document does not provide more information than a "frequent" status.
Singular value decomposition was already shown to be capable to capture semantic relation-
ships between terms based on occurrence behavior similarities. SVD is used to reduce the
feature space dimensionality before the clustering itself.
Double clustering means, that instead of clustering the feature vectors of the documents, the
feature vectors of the individual terms are clustered to create termclusters first. Document
clustering is then performed in a feature-space based on these term-clusters.
After these steps the document clustering is performed in the resulting feature-space by
employing the k-means algorithm using the cosine distance measure. During the clustering
beside the assigned cluster an additional confidence value is provided for every document to
mark ambiguous cases.
Before the procedure above a probabilistic model of it can be employed to calculate the ex-
pected confidence value. Before employing, this prediction method uses an initial training phase:
after executing the original clustering method on a training set, the internal state is analyzed to
retrieve probability of internal decisions. After the training the predictions for the further docu-
ments are calculated with a single matrix multiplication. This prediction is faster, but therefore
less accurate. The predicted results can be used to reorder the documents to process the easier
cases first which helps timecritical applications to get more sure results in the available time.
In this paper we provide a description of the prediction method and experimental results
in connection with absolute performance and about the correlation between the predicted and
measured results.
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A Performance Model for Load Test Components
Máté J. Csorba and Sándor Palugyai
Performance issues of telecommunication system testing, load testing with Testing and Test
Control Notation version 3 (TTCN-3) specifically, is investigated in this work. To be able to
design test components that simulate behavior of real nodes in a telecom test network and
that are even interchangeable with a real node in terms of performance, modeling is desirable.
The aim of successful traffic mix composition is to simulate behavior of real nodes, or even to
produce an equivalent counterpart of the real node in TTCN-3.
In TTCN-3, configuration of the test system can be set dynamically. This means that a con-
figuration may consist of several components participating in the test, either as a component
that communicates directly with the System Under Test (SUT), or as a component having only
registration or internal purposes, meaning that it communicates only with parts of the test sys-
tem itself. The various components used by a test system are called Parallel Test Components
(PTCs). PTCs communicate with each other via test ports. Similarly, communication towards
the SUT is established via test ports too.
Each test port that connects either two test components (internal port) or a test component
and the interface towards the SUT is modeled as a FIFO queue for the incoming/outgoing
messages. Properties of the FIFO queues assigned to a test port are dependent on the actual
implementation of the TTCN-3 compiler. The queues can be infinite in principle, as long as
the system memory lasts, but might overflow indeed. More importantly, in a load test system
response time must be considerably short. This means that it is inexpedient to implement a
virtually infinite buffer for a PCO and forget about message loss at all. Although a sufficiently
long buffer might eliminate message loss, but response time increases significantly at the same
time.
The actual behavior of a test case is defined by dynamic behavioral statements in a test
component that communicates over certain test ports. Usually, sequences of statements can
be expressed as a tree of execution paths called alternatives. In TTCN-3, the alt statement is
used to handle events possible in a particular state of the test component. These events include
reception of messages, timer events and termination of other PTCs. The alt statement uses a so-
called snapshot logic. However, execution does not stop after a snapshot was taken, so the state
of the test component and the queues assigned to it might change in between. So, generally
the two most significant factors we consider, while performance evaluating a test component
are the matching mechanism and the queuing at the test ports. In our modeling approach, we
build an analytic model of test components that use alternatives to handle internal messages
and messages coming from the SUT. We describe concurrent queues underlying the test ports
of a component with a stochastic process and calculate the steady-state solution. After solving
the analytical model, we predict the probability that one of the queues contain a message that
is postponed indefinitely, because of the fact that race conditions arise between the queues. The
probability of an indefinite postponement is calculated as a function of arrival intensities at the
corresponding queues and of other parameters relevant to the implementation of the actual test
component.
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Extending a system with verified components1
Ákos Dávid, Tamás Pozsgai, and László Kozma
In [1] an outline of an educational framework was presented that is able to help students of
Information Technology to build applications from a set of verified components. The testing
of component-based systems can be extremely complicated because it is usually not possible
for system developers to pre-check the compatibility of the individual parts before the actual
integration takes place. The situation may be even worse when prefabricated components, so-
called components off-the-shelf (COTS) are used as the environment of the development and
the deployment are rarely the same. Even if they are the same or relatively similar, the use of
these components may differ considerably from the original purpose they were developed for.
Testing of a component-based solution consists of two distinct activities: testing of the compo-
nents and an integration testing of the assembled application. A system cannot be considered
correct if its components do not work properly. On the other hand, can the proper functioning
of a system be guaranteed if its components are verified in some ways? Unfortunately, all the
information on the correctness of the individual components become irrelevant and out-of-date
from the moment they are used anywhere but the original environment. The solution to this
problem can be based on the idea of building correct programs in which reliability is built-in.
This means the correctness properties of a program may be transferable or at least checkable
in other environments as well. The concept behind that is the method of "design-by-contract"
introduced by Bertrand Meyer in Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) [1]. The idea of using
contracts in combination with built-in testing technologies according to Hans Gerhard Gross
would offer a long-waited solution to increase our confidence in third-party components [3].
Considering other alternatives model-checking seems to be applicable as an automatic tech-
nique for verifying finite state concurrent systems [4]. The main challenge in model checking
is dealing with the state space explosion problem. This problem occurs in systems with many
components that can make transitions in parallel. It means that extending an existing system
with one or more components may cause difficulties for model checking tools by increasing
the state space exponentially. In [5] open incremental model checking is introduced - and com-
pared to traditional modular model checking methods - to address the changes to a system
rather than re-checking the entire system model including the new extensions. In our paper
we study the practical aspects of using open model checking by working out a sample sys-
tem consisting of verified components and prove the efficiency of this new method within an
educational framework.
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Improving DHT-Based File System Performance with B-trees
Róbert Dávid and Gábor Vincze
In this paper, we present a way of improving the performance of network file systems based
on Distributed Hash Tables (DHT) by incorporating B-tree variant into the file system.
System Structure
The proposed system has four subsystem layers:
• File System (user interface, top layer)
• Search trees, indexing
• Reliable data block storage
• DHT (data block location and routing)
The top layer is a conventional file system interface: it should show to users files, attributes,
directories, and should provide tools to add, modify, copy, delete files and their metadata.
DHTs offer a scalable and completely decentralized storage mechanism [1, 2, 3, 4]. However,
DHTs only solve the problem of Decentralized Object Location and Routing (DOLR), and do
not provide any means for indexing and searching contents of the network. Many solutions
have been proposed to build an indexing layer on top of the DHT, and offer file system
functionality [5, 6]. In the Cooperative File System, a DHash layer provides redundancy and
caching of file system data and metadata blocks, on top of which a File System layer provides
the file system interface to users. In our system, we replace the simple replication of DHash
with a more efficient block-coding algorithm, like IDA [7] or Reed- Solomon block coding. In
our system, we add a search tree/indexing layer between the reliable data block storage and
the File System. Modern conventional file systems use B-trees to improve performance [8],
and outperform non-B-tree file systems by a factor of 10-15x in certain usage scenarios. We
hope to use B-trees in DHT-based file systems to reduce the number of routing steps necessary
to locate data blocks, which can have a significant impact in the case of a globally distributed
network.
Search Trees
The search tree we propose is a B+-tree, we call C-tree, C for content addressing. Taking
advantage of content addressing, we can increase the branching factor, while node sizes
in bytes can stay the same. The concept is the following: Let the address of tree-nodes be
calculated from the first and last index value, one can reach using the node in question. I
proposed a hash function to spread nodes data uniformly over the DHT network. Now
child nodes can be addressed without a pointer, we need only the "lowerthan- node" and
"higher-than-node" index values the B+ algorithm already stores, and use the hash function.
A little downside is that we must store the low and high limit of the node, but it is out
weighted by the benefit of not having to store node addresses implicitly. An extra advantage
is that the root blocks address will be always well known, because it must be the hash of the
index of all zero bits and all one bits. To install multiple file systems over one DHT can be
guaranteed to use of keyed cryptographic hash functions, encrypted storage, user specific keys.
Conclusion
By incorporating B-trees into DHT-based file systems, we hope to take DHT-based file sys-
tems beyond the simple initial architectures used in CFS or Pastis.
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Model-Free Control Based on Reinforcement Learning
Zoltán Dávid and István Vajk
When controlling physical systems, the aim of the control mechanism is to influence the
behavior of the process plant to achieve the desired design goals. An objective can be, for in-
stance, to keep the output of the system near a reference signal. The performance metrics of a
control can be measured in terms of the settling time and the error signal. Traditional control
algorithm designs are based not on the physical plant, but on its mathematical model. How-
ever, the incorrectness or complexity of the model can make it hard to design an appropriate
controller.
In several problem domains the model of the process is either not known or hard to handle.
Applying a model-free controller in these domains can ease the design of the control structure.
Several model-free control strategies have previously been introduced [1, 2, 3]. Here we dis-
cuss a method based on reinforcement learning. Reinforcement learning is a computational
approach to learning how to map states of the environment to actions, in order to maximize a
numerical reward signal. In the reinforcement learning scenario, the agent is in a continuous
interaction with its discrete time environment, performing actions on it, and receiving state and
reward signals of the environment. Any algorithm is considered to be a reinforcement learn-
ing algorithm if it is able to provide a mapping from states to actions, while maximizing the
discounted reward (weighted sum of future rewards) in the long run.
Thus, reinforcement learning techniques can be applied in any environment, where the goal
of the learning process can be represented with a numerical reward signal, and the environment
can be modeled with a Markov Decision Process.
The main requirement of applying reinforcement learning in process control is to find an
appropriate mapping from the closed loop system to a Markov Decision Process. In this paper,
we examine several mapping techniques and reinforcement learning controller implementa-
tion. Moreover, we evaluate their appropriateness for process control by comparing them to a
traditional PID controller.
Keywords: reinforcement learning, process control
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Programming Language Elements for Correctness Proofs
Gergely Dévai
The study of formal methods to reason about program properties is getting a more and more
important research area, as a considerable part of a software product’s lifecycle is testing and
bugfixing. The theoretical basis — such as formal programming models and reasoning rules
[1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7] — has been developed so far, but these are rarely used in industry [10]. The main
reason for this fact is that formally proving a program property usually takes much more time
than writing the program itself.
The goal of this research is to use programming language elements to make the construction
of these proofs easier. The basic idea is to develop a new programming language where the
source code contains the formal specification and the correctness proof of the implementation.
The proofs are built up using stepwise refinement [4, 8, 9], as this technique provides correctness by
construction [12], and also helps the programmers to make the right decisions during software
development. The compiler of the language has to check the soundness of the proof steps and
to generate the program code in a target language using the information of the proof.
Similarly to programs, proofs also contain schematic fragments. These can be managed
efficiently using "proof templates" that have the same role in proof construction as procedures
have in traditional program development. This leads to a special kind of generative programming
[13]: by the instantiation of the templates a proof is constructed (and checked) in compile time
and from the proof a target language program is generated which automatically fulfils all the
requirements stated in the specification.
In this paper we show how language elements can be used to make specification statements
easy to understand and to write, we introduce the basic refinement rules of the model and
show how templates can be used to construct the proof. The algorithms used by the compiler
to check the soundness of the proof and to generate the target language program are discussed
too.
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Pliant Ranking
József Dombi and Norbert Győrbíró
Multi-criteria decision management applications are important tools for decision makers.
One of the difficulties in decision management is the comparison of the alternative choices.
The alternatives are often described with human words or given with fuzzy boundaries and
as such cannot be ranked easily. Fuzzy theory [10] provides a mathematical foundation for
modelling imprecise values and elusive human words [11]. There has already been a lot of
effort to aid the decision process with fuzzy ranking algorithms.
One of the earliest fuzzy ranking function comes from Shimura and is based on a compari-
son method which is adopted for psychological test [9]. Buckley and Chanas [1, 2, 3] provided
a fast ranking method using interval analysis. The ranking algorithm introduced by Cheng [4]
is based on calculating dis- tances. Delgado et al. [5] gave an ordering procedure using fuzzy
relations and fuzzy measures. The preference relation described by Kundu [8] utilizes a fuzzy
leftness relation on intervals.
Despite the many different approaches, there is still no consensus which ranking method is
the best suitable for applications. The problem arises from the requirements that the ranking
algorithm should run fast and have all the properties that a ranking procedure over crisply
defined objects has.
In this paper we propose a novel preference ranking method based on the pliant concept [7].
Pliant ranking provides a pairwise choice between two alternatives and can be calculated easily.
Our algorithm models the various alternatives with fuzzy numbers and defines a preference
relation over them. We prove that pliant ranking fulfills all the necessary properties associated
with preference methods, i.e. shift invariance, transitivity and shift monotonicity.
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Calibration of CCD cameras for computer aided surgery
Krisztina Dombi
A navigation system is planned and implemented in order to use it in computer aided
surgery. The idea is that three cameras are collecting images of the same object and from these
projections the 3D coordinates of the points can be computed. In order to perform such a posi-
tioning we have to solve the calibration of the cameras. The calibration needs a special object,
called calibration cross. The images of the calibrated cameras can be used later for determining
point positions.
A calibration program has been developed which is able to the determined the precision of
the calibrated Navigation System. Several test experiment have been performed in order to
check the positioning of the system.
The experimental result shows that the positions of 3D points can be determined with an
error cca. 0.3 cm. We work further for improving this result.
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An Optimization Approach for Integrated Design and Parameter
Estimation in Process Engineering
Jose A. Egea
Typical problems in (bio)chemical processes such as integrated design and parameter es-
timation can be stated as non-linear programming problems subject to non-linear differential
constraints. These are frequently non-convex and/or ill-conditioned. Besides, the computa-
tional time associated to each function evaluation (i.e. simulation) can be considerably high.
To surmount these disadvantages, the use of global optimization methods is proposed. In par-
ticular, those methods that use any sort of surrogate model instead of the original model are
intended to provide good solutions in relatively short computation times. We will focus in a
computationally expensive model to test the capabilities of some global optimization methods
based in surrogate models which are currently being investigated in order to effectively apply
them to costly process engineering problems.
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Towards a unified model of computation with correctness proofs
Gáspár Erdélyi
In the past decades several programming models have been developed - each with a differ-
ent approach and different focus. These models usually give the programmer the possibility of
designing the program and proving its correctness at the same time. Each approach and each
paradigm has its strong and weak sides (for example, a language manipulation tool is easily
described by a grammar, a network protocol by Petri-nets for more usual problems structured
programs are more suitable. There is no single paradigm which fits well all cases.
The programmer has to make the decision: either to use a single model or to design the
whole program as a composition of different parts each of a different approach. The prior case
he has to tackle with describing the whole program in the very same model which can turn
very difficult at some parts and mess up perscipuity. At least correctness could be dealt by the
usual proofs inside the model. The latter case he may choose whatever approach is suitable for
each subproblem, however in the practice the possibility of a totally correct correctness proof
is lost as integration is done by linking the object codes of the different parts together and the
hiiker has almost nothing to do with correctness.
How couid we provide correctness proving methods for programs built up using many
models? Either we could improve the compilers to issue certificates of the behaviour of the
compiled modules and also the linker to investigate if the modules are integrated in a correct
way, or we could try to bisimulate programs across models. This second alternative holds out
the chance to reveal correlations between the different models that might help us improving
our proof techniques - badly needed for improvement of the linker to integrate the proofs.
It’s not an easy job to bisimulate programs of various models. The correlation between the
models are often flimsy or at least hardly palpable. In the article we will review some key con-
cepts of programming and design a model for simulating programs of other models. These key
aspects include state of data or variables the program works on, and also the state of the pro-
gram which tells us what could be done in the next execution step. Many models do not have
both of them, either do not allow the use of variables of different types (grammars, finite state
automatons for example) while others do not focus that much on state transitions (structured
programs). We introduce a model where we can have both kinds of state separately which
is very helpful in simulation. Then the operational semantics is specified so wc could reason
about the correctness of the bisimulation of programs of various models such as structured
programs, finite state automatons, Petri-nets, grammars. Finally we give some ideas on topics
for further research.
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Implementing and comparing impact algorithms
Szabolcs Faragó
As software systems are growing, in parallel the code analysis techniques are spreading as
well. The aim of these techniques is to help the work of software developers or testers. As it
is hard to understand complex systems, the size of the software usually affects the length of
testing.
The aim of impact analysis is to determine how the methods of a program affect other meth-
ods. Impact set for a method, or a method set includes the methods affected by the given
method/method set. Impact analysis has two modes:
• static impact analysis
• dynamic impact analysis
Both methods have advantages and disadvantages.
Static impact analysis algorithms return with much precise result because these analyze the
whole source code. Because of this, the static algorithms are slower than other techniques.
Dynamic impact analysis is a new research area. It determines the impact set to one execu-
tion of the program. This method is faster than static methods, but it is not as precise as the old
analysis techniques.
The impact algorithms have been used in more areas, mostly in help for testing, but during
developing as well.
During my PhD work I have worked in a project team, where we have researched static and
dynamic techniques, and we have tested the precision and the speed of analysis algorithms. We
have written implementations for static and dynamic algorithms in Java language. Addition-
ally, we have executed several tests on these implementations, and have compared the results.
The results have proved that static algorithms are much precise than dynamic algorithms but
slower too.
In my presentation I would like to introduce the algorithms, which we have implemented
and tested, and I would also like to present the results of tests.
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Extensions and Applicability of the Membership Driven Reasoning
Scheme
Zsolt Gera
In this paper we use sigmoid-like membership functions which take values in the open
unit interval, and investigate the Membership Driven Inference (MDI) reasoning scheme. With
sigmoid-like membership functions one can avoid the so-called indetermination part of the
conclusion, which occur in reasoning with the Compositional Rule of Inference (CRI). More-
over, the MDI and the min and product based CRI are closed under such membership func-
tions. The good axiomatic properties of the MDI reasoning scheme are shown, including not
only the generalized modus ponens, but also the generalized modus tollens, the generalized
chain rule, and more. As a special sigmoid-like function, we present the so-called squash-
ing function by which piecewise-linear fuzzy intervals can be arbitrarily approximated. We
show that by utilizing approximated fuzzy intervals in rules and premises, the MDI reasoning
scheme can be efficiently calculated only by the parameters of the rule and premise member-
ships. In the second part of the paper we extend the original MDI reasoning scheme to multiple
rules and multiple dimensions. We also investigate its applicability in fuzzy control i.e. with
precise inputs and outputs.
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An Agent-based Framework for Supporting e-Health
Pedone Gianfranco
The increasing level of mobility of patients across the European countries obliges govern-
ments to offer health services more and more flexible but at the same time uniform. If globally
seen, patients could saturate the national health care services effort and increase related costs.
The idea of the research project is to prospect the possibility of building an intelligent ICT (In-
formation & Communication Technology) platform by which granting home care personal ser-
vices close to the patient needs. The platform should: integrate information of different types
and from different sources, be integrated with ICT whilst ensuring private and customized
data access; use ontologies to define the profile of subjects and objects, have a mechanism to
combine and refine the ontologies to personalize the system, incorporate knowledge from the
different clinical sources, configure a knowledge-based decision support system that can sup-
ply e-Services to all subjects involved in the Home Care Model, extract evidence from real
patients and integrate it with published evidence derived from real care treatments. The ob-
jective of the research project is to analyse how the agent-based technologies can supply the
necessary intelligent effort to provide human-oriented services.
Objectives
Next to general objectives that directly come from the business context, such as generate a
new ICT Sanitary Model, propose a knowledge-based platform for care services and integrate
knowledge about HCPs (Home Care Patients) assistance, there are consistent and scientifically
relevant goals to be achieved, such as: integrating different data sources, integrating informa-
tion coming different EU members countries, defining ontologies for representing the necessary
knowledge contained in all actors of the context, defining ontologies for representing patholo-
gies, defining formal intervention plan, personalizing the access to the platform, personalizing
the assistance by intelligent approaches.
Agents technology
The objective of project is to investigate how community care can be developed in the Inter-
net age through the use of multi-agent technology. The motivation for this comes from the
consideration of the agent society’s social abilities in:
• Promoting effective care systems (provide better services and resources to clients, en-
hance social interaction between them, and with their carers, deliver more effective care)
• Providing the high-abstraction level care management strategies by linking all relevant
agencies into a single framework of accountability;
• Giving an in-depth understanding of the health information framework that underpins
the delivery of high quality, effective community care, including the formularisation of
the links between the disparate agencies involved;
• Establishing a single agent-based care monitoring facility that can be used by all care
professionals to assist in effective monitoring and diagnosis;
• Developing cooperative structures within the community structures to change service
provision and care policies through the use of automated agents involvement in planning,
scheduling, organizing;
• Devolving care management and responsibility and client centred environment that
adapts rapidly to changing needs.
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Modeling of grid monitoring systems
Gábor Gombás
Grid systems play an increasingly significant role in many scientific areas and are also being
used in commercial systems. Grids provide enormous computing power for a relatively low
price. The cost is the increased complexity. Different components of a grid system must be
able to communicate with each other and must have up-to-date view of available resources.
The need of interoperability between different components often results in "black box" designs
where the internal working of components is completely hidden for others. While this makes
building a grid easier it provides obvious difficulties for users and system administrators who
want to diagnose problems on remote resources. The need for timely information in grids is
therefore evident.
Information can have many properties. This research focuses on monitoring, where the
basic charasteristics of information include limited validity period, low latency and usually
small size of individual pieces of data.
Over the years several grid monitoring solutions were created. Some of them were designed
to solve very specific problems only while others were meant to be generally usable. While
many characteristics of existing monitoring systems differ, there are several features that all of
them share. The Grid Monitoring Architecture (GMA, [1]) specification created by the Global
Grid Forum tried to collect the commonalities of the existing systems and create a recommen-
dation for the architecture of future systems. The main goal of the GMA was to help in creating
interoparable monitoring systems, but unfortunately it did not contain enough specifics to be
really useful for that.
The research presented here considers the same problem but from a different point of view.
Instead of the informal nature of the GMA, a formal model of grid monitoring systems is de-
scribed. The model is created by abstracting and formalising the common features of existing
systems. The model gives a formal specification of the components involved in grid monitor-
ing (traditionally called producer, consumer and registry) by utilising methodologies like abstract
state machines and temporary logic. The required interactions between the monitoring com-
ponents are also studied and a formal definition of a minimalistic producer-consumer protocol
is given.
Real monitoring systems usually target specific application areas and therefore have spe-
cific extra requirements that are not neccessarily suitable for other monitoring systems. A few
examples are provided to demonstrate how this formal model can be extended and refined to
support such extra requirements while still maintaining the properties of the original model.
The examples include the introduction of actuators and the modeling of aggregation services
that can be used for building complex monitoring hierarchies.
In the future the model can be used both for the verification of existing systems as well as the
base of new monitoring system designs. Using a formal approach may help system integrators
to better understand the differences and similarities of existing systems.
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Verification of Reconfiguration Mechanisms in Service-Oriented1
László Gönczy
As the automated integration of heterogeneous software environments becomes wide-
spread, there is a growing demand for resilient software architectures. The Service-Oriented
Architecture is an emerging paradigm in this field, however, in its present form, it does not
cover the fault-tolerant aspects and no verifiable system reconfiguration mechanisms are mod-
eled.
As the configuration of the underlying services may often change, (e.g. consider a network
of mobile services), the system must be able to react to effects of the changes of the environ-
ment by means of dynamic reconfiguration. On the other hand, certain properties (such as the
availability of the minimal number of service instances of a given service type, the presence of
a particular service or some quantitative requirements) must be guaranteed during the entire
lifetime of the system. Therefore, the aim of my ongoing research is twofold:
First, the components of a typical Service Oriented Architecture (services, ports, messages,
etc.), their non-functional properties (such as the guaranteed response time or the acknowledge-
ment options), the reconfiguration mechanisms (e.g. searching for and invoking a new service
if a call fails or the response time decreases below a certain limit), and the fault model (e.g. a
service crashes or becomes overloaded) are described in a high-level model while the underly-
ing technology, for instance, SOAP messages or Grid technologies will remain hidden [1]. The
basis of the followed approach is discussed in [2].
Second, I implemented a system for the verification of reconfiguration algorithms. Based
on the high-level, technology-independent system description, i) the state space of the model
will be investigated by reachability analysis to generate the set of the possible succeeding system
configurations and ii) the fulfillment of the requirements against these configurations (and the
transient states) are verified. During this analysis, a graph transformation tool with a model
checking support can be used, like Groove [3]. The most important future research task is the
investigation of the applicability model-based synthesis of Service-Oriented Architectures and
service configurations.
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Towards A Unified Stylesheet Format for Paper-Based and Electronic
Documents
Hajnalka Hegedűs and László Csaba Lőrincz
Nowadays more and more originally paper-based documents appears on the Web (usually
in HTML or XML format). New documents are often designed to be good quality on both
media. In both cases the goal of having two instance of the document, the more alike, the better,
but optimised for the specialities of the medium on which it is published. This is a tedious job,
since the two medium (paper and web) has different possibilities and limitations, and authors
or editors have to maintain two different stylesheets with a lot of redundant information..
To aid the work of authors writing documents for multiple media, a unified stylesheet lan-
guage can be made. In this language authors can express their requirements both toward the
paper-based and the electronic version of document. This can decrease redundancy, and main-
tenance is easier as well.
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Automatic Generation of Compiled Model Transformations1
Ákos Horváth
Nowadays, Model Driven Architecture (MDA [1]) is an emerging paradigm in software de-
velopment. Based on high-level modelling standards (e.g. UML), MDA separates business and
application logic from underlying platform technology by using platform independent mod-
els (PIM) to capture the core functionality of the target system, and platform specific models
(PSM) to specify the target system on the implementation platforms (Java, C#, C++). PSMs and
platform-specific source codes are automatically generated from PIM and PSMs, respectively,
by using model transformation (MT) methods, thus, the role of MT is unquestionable for the
success of the overall process of MDA.
Models in MDA have a graph structure, so model transformations can be specified by graph
transformation (GT), which is a declarative and rule based specification paradigm. The execu-
tion of a GT rule performs local manipulation on graph models by finding a matching of the
pattern prescribed by its left-hand side graph in the model, and changing it according to the
right-hand side graph. In order to be able to handle complex model transformations, control
structures embedding GT rule applications are also needed.
As the complexity of model transformations is growing, a new demand has been arisen
to separate the design from transformation execution by using high-level models at design
time and by automatically deriving source code for the target platform from these high-level
models. While high-level models ease the development, testing, debugging and validation of
model transformations within a single transformation framework without relying on a highly
optimized target transformation technology, compiled standalone versions of a model transfor-
mation in an underlying platform (e.g. Java, C#) are more efficient from runtime performance
aspects.
Code generators that are used in the process of standalone version generation, are typically
implemented in a standard programming language for specific model transformations, thus,
it is difficult to reuse existing source code generators to different platforms with conceptual
similarities (e.g. OO based programming languages) or to modify the output source code gen-
eration in order to integrate it to other MT tools.
The current paper presents a new approach using high order (generic and meta [2]) graph
transformation rules for the source code generation from high-level model transformation spec-
ifications defined by a combination of graph transformations and abstract state machine (ASM)
constructs (as used within the VIATRA2 framework [3], which is a general Eclipse based mod-
elling framework tool having been developed at the TUB-DMIS). The essence of the approach
is to store model transformation rules as ordinary models in the model space. This way the
source code generator of the transformations can be handled within the modelling framework.
As a result, the code generator can be reused by replacing only the output generation rules in
order to port the transformations to new underlying platforms, and the correctness of the code
generators can be validated by a huge range of graph algorithms (e.g mutant graphs).
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Comparison of static- and dynamic call graphs
Endre Horváth and Judit Jász
The construction of the call graph is one of the most important tasks during the static analy-
sis of a program. In object-oriented languages, like C++, the presence of pointers and polymor-
phism can make the results of the analysis imprecise, and the efficiency of the tool or algorithms
that use these results can significantly drop.
To make the call graph more precise we have to refine the results from our static analysis.
For example we can use some well known algorithms, like CHA or RTA, to resolve the virtual
function calls in the program, but in most cases even these algorithms will not give us the most
precise call graph. Also we could use a precise pointer analysis, to handle the use of point-
ers, but in case of large programs, a context- and flow sensitive points-to algorithm requires a
large amount of storage space and running time. Generally we can use these accurate pointer
analyses only on small systems.
In many cases, tough, it is enough to calculate the call graph from the execution of the
program for a set of test cases. This way we do not have to compute the precise call graph,
but we can get a set of dynamic call graphs to approximate their static counterpart. We have
to notice that the cost of building a dynamic call graph greatly increases with the size of the
analyzed program. So we have to find the tools that can build the static and dynamic call
graphs of a large system under acceptable circumstances.
We use a program analysis tool for C/C++, called Columbus [1]. It is capable of analyzing
real-life, large software products and building the structure of the program in the form of an
abstract syntax tree. With the use of Columbus we have different algorithms to compute the
static call graph of such programs. We have developed a tool as part of Columbus what can
instrument the source code of the analyzed programs, and can make the programs capable of
generating their own dynamic call graph. Having run the code, what was instrumented this
way, we can get the set of dynamic call graphs and we can use these graphs to approximate the
static call graph for the whole system.
We have analyzed some large, real-life software, and have made their static and dynamic
call graphs. We have compared these graphs, and have observed whether the static call graphs
can be approximately calculated using their dynamic counterparts.
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Design and reengineer metadata with the help of business process
modelling
Gábor Horváth
We discussed the major issues of Metadata Repositories from a business process modelling
point of view earlier [1]. The "Managed Metadata Environment" approach as an important
mind shift supports the modelling framework we suggested.
Here we would like to investigate design and redesign issues related to the content of Meta-
data Repositories, namely metadata itself. Using the goal-oriented process modelling frame-
work, teleonics, we discuss the why and what behind the main processes of the metadata life-
cycle: design, collection, storage, maintenance and application. Industrial best practices are
also visited and integrated into the language and view of the teleonic approach, in order to
prove the usefulness of the application of a general system thinking methodology to our study.
Our main area of interest, international statistical data and metadata exchange programs
provide an excellent opportunity to examine the upcoming international standard of the field:
SDMX [2], which is supported by the major European and international organisations. The
current purpose of the research is to complete the teleonic model of the exchange of time series
data and their corresponding metadata based on SDMX. This includes the study of the key
teleonic views: environment, goals, processes plus the data involved in the data exchange. An
example of challenging and changing currently supported metadata will be discussed by the
model together with the details of possible future solutions.
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Refactoring Erlang Programs1
Zoltán Horváth, László Lövei, Tamás Kozsik, Anikó Víg, and Tamás Nagy
We present here the prototype of a refactoring toolset for Erlang programs where one can in-
crementally carry out programmer-guided meaning-preserving program transformations. We
discuss an approach to the problems of storing and extracting the syntactic and also the static
semantic information in order to be flexible enough to perform the desired transformations. In
our approach the program to be redesigned is stored in a relational database. The Erlang ODBC
interface is used to access the database. The refactoring tool is integrated into a development
environment using Emacs as an interface. The refactoring steps are implemented in Erlang,
using the standard Erlang parser to construct the database from the source code. This backend
is connected to Emacs through Distel. The tool has two different modes. In the first mode,
the programmer can choose from the safe refactor steps, which results an other safe position.
Editing the source code is prohibited in this mode, which eliminates the need for reparsing and
rebuilding the database. In the second mode, editing is possible in two ways: the programmer
can choose from menupoints like "insert a function", which is partly controlled, or can edit the
source code freely. Further refactor steps need syntactically correct source code.
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A Novel Performance Model of J2EE Web Applications Considering
Application Server Settings
Gábor Imre and Hassan Charaf
Managing business processes, the improper performance of a web application can cause
serious financial loss to a company. The performance-related requirements of an Internet ap-
plication are often recorded in a Service Level Agreement (SLA). SLAs can specify an upper
limit for the average response time, a lower limit for availability, while the application guaran-
tees a certain throughput level.
These performance metrics depend on several factors, such as hardware, software, network,
and client workload. This paper focuses on the settings of the application server software
that serves the HTTP requests of the browsers. More precisely, the performance of a test web
application is measured under different client load with different values of two parameters of
the application server. These tuning parameters are the maximum size of the thread pool, and
the maximum size of the HTTP connection queue. In the application server, accepted HTTP
connections are placed into a connection queue. The size of the connection queue is limited by
an adjustable parameter of the given application server. When this limit is reached, it refuses
to serve the request. The threads in the thread pool take connections from the queue and serve
the requests. The server can decide to create more threads (i. e. increase the size of the thread
pool), but cannot exceed a certain configurable maximum. When the maximum thread pool
size is reached, however, the requests are not dropped, as long as they find free space in the
connection queue.
Setting up a performance model that is capable of creating a quantitative relationship be-
tween the performance factors and the performance is a key issue to meet the performance
requirements of SLAs. Using queueing networks is a popular method of performance mod-
elling. In [1], a queueing model for multi-tier internet applications is presented, that faithfully
captures concurrency limits at the tiers. The maximum size of the connection queue, as pre-
sented earlier, can be considered as a concurrency limit of the web tier in this model, but it
cannot handle the maximum size of the thread pool. A powerful combination of the queueing
network and the Petri net formalism is presented in [2]. Using queueing Petri nets, the authors
successfully model the performance of a web application, considering the maximum size of
thread pools. Their model, however, does not take the maximum size of the connection queue
into account.
Our paper shows that the limits configured both for the connection queue and the thread
pool have a considerable effect on the performance and presents a queueing network based
performance model that considers both of them.
Keywords: performance evaluation, Web technologies, queueing networks
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Grid Meta-Broker Architecture: Requirements of an Interoperable
Grid Resource Brokering Service
Attila Kertész and Péter Kacsuk
The Grid was originally proposed as a global computational infrastructure to solve grand-
challenge, computational intensive problems that cannot be handled within reasonable time
even with state of the art supercomputers and computer clusters [1]. Grids can be realized
relatively easily by building a uniform middleware layer, on top of the hardware and software
resources, the programming concept of such distributed systems is not obvious. To enhance the
manageability of grid resources and users Virtual Organizations were founded. This kind of
grouping started an isolation process in grid development, too. Interoperability among these
"islands" will play an important role in grid research.
As resource management is a key component of grid middlewares, many solutions have
been developed. After examining the existing resource brokers we created a taxonomy, which
helps identifying the relevant properties of these brokers. Utilizing the existing, widely used
and reliable resource brokers and managing interoperability among them could be new point of
view in resource management. This paper introduces an abstract architecture of a Meta-Broker
that enables the users to access resources of different grids through their own brokers. Design-
ing such architecture the following guidelines are essential: As standards play an important
role of today’s grid development, the interfaces must provide standard access. The architec-
ture must be "plug-in based" - the components should be easily extended by all means. The
main components of the system: the Converter is responsible for translating the user requests
to the language of the appropriate broker that the Meta-Broker wants to invoke; the Information
System stores the properties of the reachable brokers and historical data of the previous submis-
sions; the Matchmaker selects the proper broker for a user request; the Submitter communicates
with the connected brokers, invokes them with a job request and collects the results. The job
description contains the user request, and the Information System provides the broker informa-
tion needed for the Meta-Broker to decide where to submit the job. The interconnected brokers’
tasks are to perform the actual job submissions; to find the best resource within their scopes,
i.e. the VOs they have access to. The Meta-Broker only needs to communicate with them. In
this sense meta-brokering stands for brokering over resource brokers instead of resources.
Some related works also deal with interoperability: The Grid Interoperability Project [2] has
some results on resource brokering between Unicore [4] and Globus [5] Grids. The goal of
their work was to create a semantic matching of the resource descriptions, but their ontological
mappings specialize only in these two middlewares. The Gridbus Grid Service Broker [3] is
designed for computational and data-grid applications and supports all Globus middlewares
and Unicore in experimental phase. Both solutions aim at accessing resources from different
grids, but their architecture stays on the level of direct resource brokering.
Grid portals give a user friendly access to grid resources and other grid services. Using a
Web-based portal, the user can submit a job easily, regardless of location. The P-GRADE Portal
[6] is a workflow-oriented, multi-grid portal that provides all the functions needed for job sub-
mission. P-GRADE portal is already connected to different grids and brokers. Integrating the
Meta-Broker to this portal provides the next step supporting interoperability in grids.
The introduced meta-brokering approach opens a new way for interoperability support.
The design and the abstract architecture of the Grid Meta-Broker follow the latest results and
standards in grid computing. This architecture enables a higher level brokering called meta-
brokering by utilizing resource brokers for different middlewares. This service can act as a
bridge among the separated "islands" of the current grids, therefore it enables more beneficial
resource utilization and collaboration.
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Numerical simulations of stochastic electrical circuits
using C#
Edita Kolářová
Modelling of physical systems by ordinary differential equations ignores stochastic effects.
By incorporating random elements into the differential equations, a system of stochastic differ-
ential equations (SDEs) arises.
A general N-dimensional SDE can be written in vector form as




Bj(t, X(t)) dW j(t),
where A : 〈0, T 〉 × RN → RN , B : 〈0, T 〉 × RN → RN×M are functions and W 1(t), . . . , WM (t)
are independent Wiener processes representing the noise. (A process W (t) is called the Wiener
process if it has independent increments, W (0) = 0 and W (t) − W (s) distributed N(0, t − s).)
The solution is a stochastic vector process X(t) = (X1(t), . . . , XN (t)).
By an SDE we understand in fact an integral equation
X(t) = X0 +
∫ t
t0






Bj(s, X(s)) dW j(s),
where the integral with respect to ds is the Lebesgue integral and the integrals with respect
to dW j(s) are stochastic integrals, called the Itô integrals (see [1]). Although the Itô integral
has some very convenient properties, the usual chain rule of classical calculus doesn’t hold.
Instead, the appropriate stochastic chain rule, known as Itô formula, contains an additional
term, which, roughly speaking, is due to the fact that the stochastic differential ( dW (t))2 is
equal to dt in the mean square sense, i.e. E[( dW (t))2] = dt, so the second order term in
dW (t) should really appear as a first order term in dt.
We present an application of the Itô stochastic calculus to the problem of modelling inductor-
resistor electrical circuits. The electrical current i(t) at time t in a simple RL electrical circuit




+ R i(t) = u(t), i(0) = i0,
where the resistance R and the inductance L are constants and u(t) denotes the potential source
at time t (see [2]). Now we allow some randomness in the electrical source as well as in the










dW2(t), I(0) = I0,
where α and β are non negative constants. Their magnitudes determine the deviation of the
stochastic case from the deterministic one. We consider both the initial condition and the
current at time t as random variables and denote them by capital letters. We present the analyti-
cal solution of this SDE and also show the expectation and the second moment equation of I(t).
In order to simulate I(t) numerical techniques have to be used (see [3]). To generate
numerical solutions and their graphical representations we use the programming language
C# (see [4]), which is a part of the new MS .NET platform. To make matrix manipulation
and visualization simpler we use the component library LinAlg described in [5]. LinAlg
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is a set of classes that enables vectorial programming and incorporates a wide range of
numerical, statistical and graphical methods. We also compute the confidence intervals for the
trajectories of the solution. The results were verified in an experiment by measurements on
inductor-resistor electrical circuits.
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Formal analysis of existing checkpointing systems and introduction
of a novel approach
József Kovács
One of the important goals of the Grid is to provide a dynamic collection of resources from
which applications requiring very large computational power can select. In that sense Grid is
a natural extension of the concepts of supercomputers and clusters towards a distributed and
dynamic parallel program execution platform and infrastructure.
Due to the huge number of collaborating execution components the Grid is an inherently
dynamic and un-reliable execution environment and hence this environment provides an error-
prone system. Any component can fail at any time which may lead to abnormal termination
or erroneous result. A parallel application containing communicating processes running on a
cluster containing nodes is endangered on a bigger degree.
There are several methods and systems providing rollback-recovery support for parallel
applications to survive any failure related to infrastructure. These systems are designed in
different ways to support different goals. Most of them are lying on a checkpoint mechanism.
Checkpoint means to save and restore the overall state of a distributed application where each
surrounding component holding any state must be accessed and retrieved.
Checkpoint can be implemented at different levels (kernel, user, application), different
ways (coordinated, uncoordinated, etc.) and in different components on a cluster (applica-
tion, message-passing environment, scheduler, os, etc.). Each system providing „checkpoint”
support uses different combination of these options.
The aim of this research is to introduce a formal framework in which any checkpoint system
can be modelled. The model is focusing on the architectural components of the software and
hardware environment of a cluster. The basic components are application, process, cluster and
node. Relations and functions are defined among them according to the principles of Abstract
State Machines that emphasize the main important features of the key components related to
the checkpoint systems.
In this work the basic checkpoint methods are formalised. It is shown that existing check-
point system can be defined in this environment and the different systems can be compared to
each other while architectural classification of these systems are defined.
Based on the comparison a novel checkpoint approach is defined in this model. The ap-
proach aims at defining rules in a way that the resulting checkpoint system does not require
any cluster specific checkpoint environment to serve the application in creating and restoring
checkpoint information. Checkpoint and resumption of a distributed application can be re-
alised among different clusters without any checkpoint-related restrictions regarding the soft-
ware environment. This method is able to provide an environment independent checkpoint
system combined with unmodified user code. No existing system can give this degree of free-
dom for cluster developers and programmers at the same time.
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Simulation and Formal Analysis of Workflow Models Using Model
Transformations1
Máté Kovács
Today major organizations tend to use more and more IT infrastructure that include the
use of workflow execution engines as well. The workflow coordinates the activities inside the
company, this way it becomes crucial concerning the correct functionality.
There are several high level executable languages for workflow implementation for exam-
ple: BPEL (Business Process Execution Language). However, the testing of such workflows is
problematic. The engine may be in contact with several independent databases that may be in
the possession of different organizations. The rollback of the effects of each test run and the
establishment of a test environment with all the data is equally expensive. My proposal aims
to solve this problem with the formal model checking of workflows.
The BPEL is a semiformal notation. In order to examine its properties with mathematical ac-
curacy, a workflow has to be transformed into an exact formalism. There are several approaches
that use Petri nets or nondeterministic automata for this purpose.
I chose dataflow networks as the model of workflows. Dataflow networks consist of data
processing nodes that are finite state automata interconnected with data conveyer channels.
The formalism of dataflow networks gives a verifiable semantics to workflows.
In my work [1] I discuss a method, which allows us to carry out the formal analysis of a
workflow implemented in BPEL without human intervention. This method relies on graph-
transformations that are executed by the Viatra (Visual Automated Model Transformations).
The first step (i) is to transform the BPEL model into a dataflow network model, which can be
done in a deterministic way, due to the properties of the workflow description. The second
transformation (ii) maps the dataflow into a Promela (Process Meta Language) model. The
third (iii) step is to automatically generate the real Pomela program. The requirements set
against the Promela code have to be formulated as Linear Temporal Logical expressions (LTL)
that can be evaluated. This way the dynamic properties of a BPEL model can be formally
checked.
The dataflow network model of workflows makes fault simulation also possible. With a
small extension of the BPEL language fault injector activities are introduced. LTL expressions
may be evaluated questioning whether the fault of one activity affects the other. This way the
error confinement region of a faulty activity can be determined, and it can be verified whether a
possible planned redundancy in the workflow model reached its goal.
There are general properties that a workflow definitely has to meet. The concrete LTL ex-
pressions, which are specific to the model, can be generated from the general requirements.
If the evaluation of a specific LTL expression results in failure, the sequence of events leading
to the counterexample is also presented. The back annotation of such event sequence to the BPEL
domain is a future goal.
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Optical delay buffer optimization in packet switched optical
network
Miklós Kozlovszky and Tibor Berceli
Nowadays the delay sizing and optimization within all-optical networks is one of the most
crucial points in the field of optical network communication. The information in al-optical net-
works is transformed to light and transmitted with the help of optical waves. We are currently
investigating optical buffers that could meet the requirements of high speed/low latency com-
munication within these networks. The information in such systems is traveling with the speed
of light, but in the active nodes it is very likely experiencing delay, due traffic congestion, path
switching or just because of hardware processing time. During delay in the network node, the
information can not be stored and restored easily as we can do in „normal” electrical networks.
During operation, light signal can not be stopped, and the electrical-optical (OEO) conversion
takes huge amount of time comparing with the communication speed in such networks. As a
result, the information should remain in form of optical waves all the time. To artificially in-
troduce delay for the information in the network node we could use optical delay buffers. We
can define the optical buffer as a device with both its input and output data streams in optical
format without optical-electrical-optical conversion.
In the first section of the paper we give a short overview how to introduce time delays
in the network nodes, what kind of optical delay elements are available and what are their
basic characteristics. After that we focus on one widely used solution, namely the usage of the
simple and cost effective optical delay line. The simplest implementation of an optical delay
line is introducing a physical distance, such as a length of optical fiber, or free space. Although
simple this implementation suffers from two drawbacks; significant tenability is difficult to
achieve, and long time-delays require large physical distances. In the paper we will describe
fully the basic symptoms of the usage of optical delay lines.
In the next section we compare the „normal” electrical delay buffers to optical delay buffers.
Show the differences in latency and throughput and usable buffer sizes. With the help our in-
vestigation we introduce and build up an optical delay buffer model which can help hardware
manufacturer to make accurate sizing and optimization of the optical buffer according to the
system needs. According to our theoretical approach and simulations we optimize multistage
optical delay line structures, to handle delay problems with multiple in/output channels. In
the next section we give formal description and functional model of the proposed optical delay
buffer.
We have carried out various simulations with network simulation software, to analyze the
proposed delay buffer model and to make the functional analysis of such system. To search
for the highest throughput, and minimize latency during network communication, we have
worked with single and multistage optical delay buffer simulations as well. The major topics
investigated include: latency evolution during single and multistage buffer usage, optimal
buffer sizes for different data communication speed and variable packet sizes. In the last section
of the paper we discuss the performance results of simulations and draw conclusions on our
optical delay buffer model.
Keywords: all-optical network, optical delay line, modeling, optical buffer
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A linear programming background for the R∞HFF upper bound proof
Máté Labádi
In the last 30 years intensive research was carried on the behavior of different kinds of
bin-packing (BP) algorithms, where the goal is to put different tall items into the minimum
number of unit height bins. There are several versions of BP algorithms, like on-line, off-line,
d-dimensional and k-repacking problem.
In the on-line BP problem you have to put the items one by one into their final position
without knowing the size of the remaining items. In the d-dimensional BP problem the items
have d dimensions, and you have to pack them into d-dimensional one unit „width” bins.
Our research focused on the worst case scenario of the BP algorithms. The asymptotic worst
case ratio of algorithm A (R∞A ) shows us, for any input series of items, how many times more
bins are needed in the worst case to pack the items with algorithm A, comparing to the opti-
mum packing requires.
In 1982 Chung, Garey and Johnson introduced their off-line two-dimensional bin-packing
algorithm, called the Hybrid First Fit (HFF )[1] algorithm. In their work the authors proved
the lower bound of R∞HFF to be at least
182
90 by giving a special input series of items. They
also proved the upper bound to be at most (191.2590 ). We expect the exact value of R
∞
HFF to be
somewhat less than 18790 .
In the upper bound proof the authors used a „horizontal lines through the bins” method,
where they had 5 item classes and they crossed the bins with lines at different positions and
counted up all the items more times. Unfortunately in [1] there is no word about how the
authors found the proper number and position of the crossing lines.
We have developed two Linear Programming (LP) models, where solving these LPs give the
number and position of the crossig lines and we get exact the same numbers that Chung, Garey
and Johnson found in their work. The question is if we can use this LP model to generate the
number and position of the lines, than are we able to improve the R∞HFF by using more and
more item classes?
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Aspect-UML-Driven Model-Based Software Development
László Lengyel, Tihamér Levendovszky, and Hassan Charaf
Visual Modeling and Transformation System (VMTS) is an n-layer metamodeling environ-
ment which supports editing models according to their metamodels, and allows specifying
OCL constraints. Models and transformation steps are formalized as directed, labeled graphs.
VMTS uses a simplified class diagram for its root metamodel ("visual vocabulary"). Also,
VMTS is a UML-based model transformation system, which transforms models using graph
rewriting techniques. Moreover, the tool facilitates the verification of the constraints specified
in the transformation steps during the model transformation process.
Many concerns pertaining to software development have a crosscutting impact on a sys-
tem. Using current technologies (Unified Modeling Language and Object-Oriented Program-
ming), such kinds of concerns are difficult to identify, understand, and modularize at design
and implementation time, as they cut across the boundaries of many components of a system.
Crosscutting concerns typically include design constraints and features, as well as architectural
qualities and system-level properties or behaviors, such as transactions, logging and error re-
covery.
Aspect-oriented (AO) techniques are popular today for addressing crosscutting concerns in
software development. Aspect-oriented software development (AOSD) methods enable the
modularization of crosscutting concerns within software systems. AOSD techniques and tools,
applied at all stages of the software lifecycle, are changing the way in which software is devel-
oped in various application domains, ranging from enterprise to embedded systems.
Aspect-oriented modeling (AOM) is a critical part of AOSD that focuses on techniques for
identifying, analyzing, managing and representing crosscutting concerns in software design.
The design models consist of a set of aspects and a primary model that can be weaved together
by AOM weaving. Most current implementations of aspect-oriented programming (AOP) start
directly from programming level. First, aspects are identified either by source code reading
or document reading. Second, the system will be implemented in the code level based on the
current defined aspects.
To meet the limitation of AOP we combine AOP and AOM to utilize the strength of both ap-
proaches. AOM is used in the requirement and design phase to ensure a proper aspect-oriented
design. It can test any conflicting situations and enhance optimization between aspects.
Some AOM researchers propose that the aspects and the primary model are woven together
in a way that the aspect is integrated into the primary model before the code generation. How-
ever, a major problem of this solution is that the separation of the aspects and the primary
model is lost once the weaving is done. In the VMTS approach, model transformations are used
to generate CodeDOM tree from models. The CodeDOM tree is a language-independent model
representation of the source code, from which the code is generated automatically. Therefore, in
VMTS, the CodeDOM tree corresponds to the code phase. In our process, we propose to keep
the separation until the code phase. AOM weaving is only used to test the validity of the aspect
models. In this way, we can keep the primary model and aspect models separately in the coding
phase. It is then easy to backtrack if there are any changes in the CodeDOM tree since the gen-
erated primary code can be mapped directly back to the primary and aspect models. Current
work introduces the methods required to realize the approach: (i) VMTS Aspect-UML and (ii) a
weaving method that composes aspect models and primary model as well as CodeDOM mod-
els. An extended Aspect-UML is needed to express aspect models. Pointcuts, joinpoints and
advice cannot be expressed exactly using current UML tools. As aspects are context-specific
and need initialize, Aspect- UML needs to be able to customize the aspect model based on dif-
ferent contexts. Another requirement for Aspect-UML is that the connections between aspects
and classes should be detailed enough to make the tracking easy. This requires that both the
advice and pointcuts are represented in the aspect model. Aspects should be handled on two
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levels: both at the modeling level (AOM) and the programming language level (AOP). At the
AOM level, aspects are identified and woven together by AOM weaving to verify and optimize
them. However, models are not woven together for the purpose of code generation based on a
combined model. The actual weaving is performed on CodeDOM models.
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Fitting the statistical module of the adaptive grid scheduler to the
data of the NIIF
Ágnes Lipovits, Előd Kovács, and Zoltán Juhász
Distributed computer systems are becoming prominent in various application areas. An im-
portant requirement is to create such large, geographically distributed systems (grids) whose
elements are connected by a wide-area network, heterogeneous in every aspect, yet provide
a traditional desktop environment for users. These systems must support various tasks, such
as execution of computation intensive and data intensive applications, supporting distributed
collaboration and providing problem solving environments, whose resource demand and exe-
cution characteristics are very different.
There are many unsolved problems in large distributed heterogeneous environments. One
of the most important ones is grid scheduling. It is not enough to know the hardware para-
meters of the resources for the best scheduling; we also need to estimate the overall run-time
(waiting + wallclock time) of a job of a given queue. Job execution is a stochastic process; there-
fore the grid scheduler needs to be an adaptive system. The data processing module of the
adaptive grid scheduler estimates the distribution of the typical run-time of the system as a
random variable, after this it identifies the parameters of the given distribution. As the proce-
dure requires a large database, for being efficient the purpose is to solve this part of the task
with process migration and to send the output parameters towards the statistical module with
minimal network overload. Another input parameter of the statistical module is the length
of the queue. The overall run time as a random variable is the sum of independent random
variables with the same distribution and parameters. (ηk = ξ1 + ξ2 + · · · + ξk , where k is the
length of the queue) Calculating the distribution of ηk in some particular cases - e.g. when the
distribution of ξi -s being exponential - is not so difficult. In case of more complicated distribu-
tions the statistical module can only identity some characteristic values of the distribution. The
expected value is for example E(ηk) = k · E(ξ1). The estimation of the quintiles will be done
by simulations.
In the presentation we will provide an overview of the architecture and the operating mech-
anism of the planned grid scheduler. We will present the distribution and parameters that fit
the best the run-time as a random variable calculated from the job logs of the NIIF supercom-
puter. Then we characterize the calculated lengths of the job queues. Using the results we
compare the calculated values of our model with the real run-times.
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Comparing Specification with Proved Properties of Clean Dynamics1
László Lövei, Máté Tejfel, Mónika Mészáros, Zoltán Horváth, and Tamás Kozsik
Clean dynamics can be used for implementing mobile code in a functional programming
language. Dynamics are type safe, but other semantical properties are not checked before ap-
plication of the dynamically linked code in the consumer. A language for expressing semantical
requirements and an algorithm for comparing requirements with proven properties of the dy-
namics are presented in the current paper. Sparkle, the dedicated theorem prover of Clean is
extended for dealing with open specifications. The properties of the consumer application can
be proved based on the requirements are satisfied by the dynamics. New kinds of proposi-
tions and tactics are introduced in the paper for dealing with such proofs. The applicability of
the new concepts and tools are demonstrated by a running example. The model of comparing
properties with requirements is designed in language independent way, so the results may be
applicaple for Erlang and other functional languages supporting dynamic code loading.
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Simulations on a fractal growth model
Julia Marchis
Fractals are everywhere in nature. To understand why nature gives rise to fractal structures
implies the formulation of models of fractal growth based on physical phenomena.
In the random deposition model from a randomly chosen site over the surface, a particle
falls vertically until it reaches the top of the column under it. In the ballistic deposition model
the particle sticks to the first particle, which it meets, so it is not necessary to reach the top of
the column under it (see Barabasi, Stanley, Fractal concepts in surface growth, Cambridge Uni-
versity Press). There are situation, when in the system different type of particles has different
behavior. We use a model, where a particle follows the rules of the first model with probability
p, and the rules of the second model with probability 1 − p. We see the obtained cluster for
p = 12 in Figure 1, and for p =
3
4 in Figure 2. This model can have applications in Chemistry,
where different type of particles has different behavior in the reactions.












[h(i, t) − h̄(t)]2,
where L is the system size, t is the time, h(i, t) is the height of column i at time t and h̄ is the








w increases until a time tsat, then reaches a saturation value wsat. For t ≤ tsat w(L, t) ∼ tβ
and for the saturation regime wsat(L) ∼ Lα. We determine the value of the parameter α and β
numerically for different value of p.












Figure 1: A cluster obtained by depositing 4000 particles on a substrate of horizontal size L =
100, for p = 12 .
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Figure 2: A cluster obtained by depositing 4000 particles on a substrate of horizontal size L =
100 for p = 34
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Proving Quality of Service Constraints of Multimedia Systems1
Mónika Mészáros
Some constraints on the quality of service of multimedia systems can be expressed based
on a series of values changing in time. So temporal logics can be used for expressing and
comparing quality constraints and properties of streams. A first step towards specification
language and a proof system is presented in the current paper for proving the properties of
multimedia applications. The model is based on the temporal logic, which was developed for
proving correctness of distributed and parallel programs and used also for dealing with proven
properties of mobile functional code. The applicability of the new concepts and methods are
demonstrated by a running example.
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Optimization algorithms for constraint handling
Gergely Mezei, Tihamér Levendovszky, and Hassan Charaf
Model-based development is one of the most focused research fields. Domain-specific lan-
guages can describe the target domain in a flexible and highly customizable way, but they
require a proper domain specification: the abstract syntax. Model-based development also re-
quires efficient model transformation techniques to transform the models to source code, or to
another model according to the aspects to model. Metamodeling is a means to avoid coding the
language definitions manually and to create DSMLs in a visual environment, but the informa-
tion represented by metamodels has a tendency to be incomplete, and sometimes inconsistent.
Besides other issues, there is a need to describe additional constraints about the objects in the
model. Transformation steps are also often imprecise without the ability to create constraints
in the transformation steps. Therefore, constraint specification and validation lies at the heart
of modeling and model transformation.
One of the most wide-spread approaches to constraint handling is the Object Constraint
Language (OCL). OCL is a formal language that remains easy to read and write. OCL was
originally created to extend the capabilities of UML, and define constraints for the model items.
OCL can be used also in generic metamodeling environments to validate the models, or to
define constraints in the model transformations. There are several interpreters and compilers
that handle OCL constraints in modeling. These tools can extend the metamodel definitions,
but they do not support optimization, or the constraint handling in model transformations,
therefore, they are not always efficient enough.
Visual Modeling and Transformation System (VMTS) is an n-layer metamodeling and model
transformation tool that grants full transparency between the layers (each layer is handled with
the same methods). VMTS uses OCL constraints in both model validation and in the graph
rewriting-based model transformation. This paper presents algorithms used in VMTS to opti-
mize OCL constraint handling. Since the selection of the model items and their attributes refer-
enced in the constraints has the most serious computational complexity, thus, the optimization
algorithms focus on minimizing the number of navigation steps, and attribute queries required
to check the constraint. The paper presents an efficient method to minimize the navigation
steps of the constraints, and a caching mechanism to optimize the number of database queries
during the validation process. Proofs are also provided to show that the optimized and the un-
optimized code are functionally equivalent, and that the optimized code is never less efficient
than the original. The presented algorithms do not use system-specific features, thus they can
be used in any other modeling or model transformation environment.
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Automatic vessel segmentation from CDSA image sequences
Balázs Michnay and Kálmán Palágyi
An automatic segmentation of coronary arteries from cardiac digital subtraction angiograms
(CDSA) is hereby presented. The basic idea of the research is based on the term used in inter-
ventional cardiology: Myocardial Blush (MB). Assessment of MB in general practice of invasive
cardiology is performed by a physician with eyeball estimation. The main goal of this research
is the quantitative assessment of the myocardial blush grade in the human heart using coronary
angiograms.
For assessment, a software toolkit is under development, which consists of the following
distinct modules:
• CDSA image processor
• Vessel Mask Calculator (VMC)
• Moving Region Of Interest Tracker
• Measurement Unit
To protect the patient from high-dose X-ray, we have to consider significant noise level
throughout the whole sequence. Depending on when and for how long the contrast medium
is injected, the intensities of vessels and the myocardium vary by time. The algorithm has to
deal with these issues. An ideal DSA sequence only contains contrast medium without any
background structure, but in most cases artifacts are present due to patient movement, there-
fore subtraction errors are visible, which can easily be mistaken for vessels. Creation of DSA
sequence is performed by CDSA image processor module.
The first module produces sequences of 8 bits/pixel, gray-scale images with the size of
512x512, containing 8-12 cardiac cycles at the frame rate of 15 fps.
The proposed, fully automated segmentation algorithm exploits the fact that the segmenta-
tion is performed on sequences, not on stand-alone images, so it has the opportunity to look
back to previous frames or to look ahead to forthcoming ones. Due to the nature of CDSA
sequences, we also utilize the fact that on identical frames of the cardiac cycles, vessels - most
likely - appear at the same position. In spite of the fact that the images are very noisy due to
the low-dose X-ray, the algorithm shall detect thin vessel structures as well. Not having the
myocardium segmented enables us to measure the grade of perfusion.
Keywords: vessel segmentation, cardiac digital subtraction angiogram, myocardial blush, myocardial
perfusion
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DRM systems in wireless environment
Rita Móga, Tamás Polyák, and István Oláh
Nowadays there is a growing interest in achieving security in digital rights management
(DRM). That means there is a need for securing, watermarking and authenticating video
streams. Transmitting a video stream ciphered ensures that only the addressed recipient can
view the content. Authentication is needed, to be sure of the sender’s identity and also of the
quality. Watermarking is for detecting image manipulation and for tracking the way of the
media. Creating such a system suiting the needs of the wireless environment is a great chal-
lenge, as the wireless transmission channel can easily be attacked or spoofed, and it is noisy,
so much higher bit error ratio (BER) is to be expected, than a wired transmission channel. The
existing algorithms in ciphering, watermarking and authentication cannot handle the elevated
BER, plus they are too complex to be applied in mobile phones or PDAs all at the same time.
They either need to be redesigned, or new algorithms shall be created.
In our paper we discuss ciphering, authenticating and watermarking solutions more de-
tailed with some tests proving our results. We also show how these three solutions can work
together to give a complete solution on the problems related to secure video transmission in
wireless environment.
For ciphering, the major problem is that the whole video stream cannot be ciphered, as it
would have too high demand on resources. The algorithm known as Video Encryption Al-
gorithm is suitable for our purposes, as it only ciphers the I frames. According to our mea-
surements, utilizing the statistical randomness of the compressed video information the really
expensive ciphering computations (ciphering with AES or RC4) can be reduced to one selected
half of the I frames. For the other half non-expensive XOR operation is used for encryption.
The challenge of the authentication is that due the higher BER in wireless environment, the
methods of the wired environment cannot be used, because of their sensitivity to single bit
errors. In real-time video transmission throwing away too many frames due to single bit errors
would be a waist. In our paper we propose a novel approximate authentication algorithm,
which is able to accept not just exact, but closely similar match as well.
To protect the stored media stream we should improve security using watermarking. Aside
from imperceptibility, a very important property of the watermark is its robustness. As we
said, in wireless environment the transmitted media can suffer many different distortions and
attacks. We proposed a method to improve the robustness of the watermark-embedding algo-
rithm. To achieve this we hide information bits in larger blocks instead of pixels. The algorithm
also uses synchronization information to resist to attacks in the time domain, like frame drop-
ping.
According to our measurements the proposed methods work well together in wireless en-
vironments, they offer enough protection to the media, and are suitable to run on devices low
on computing resources.
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The Power of Deterministic Alternating Tree-Walking Automata1
Loránd Muzamel
The concept of a tree-walking automaton (twa) was introduced in [1] for modeling the syntax-
directed translation from strings to strings. Recently twa are rather used in XML theory as
sequential finite state recognizers for tree languages. A twa A, obeying its state-behaviour,
walks on the edges of the input tree s and accepts s if the (only) accepting state qyes is accessed.
Every tree language recognized by a twa is regular, although it was an open problem for more
than 30 years whether twa can be determinized or whether twa can recognize all regular tree
languages. The answer for these two questions were provided in [2] and [3] saying that (1)
twa cannot be determinized and (2) twa do not recognize all regular tree languages. Hence
dTWA ⊂ TWA ⊂ REG, where dTWA and TWA denote the tree language classes recognized
by deterministic twa and twa, respectively, and REG is the class of regular tree languages.
The concept of alternation for various kinds of tree automata was introduced in [7] as a nat-
ural extension of nondeterminism. Alternation for twa is considered in [6] and in [4] (without
formal definition in the later paper), although they define semantically different computation
models. The tree language classes recognized by the two models agree in the nondeterministic
case, but do not agree in the deterministic one.
We give a formal definition of the alternating tree-walking automaton (atwa) of [4]. A compu-
tation of an atwa A on an input tree s starts in the initial state with the reading head at the
root node of s. Depending on the applicable rules it generates new parallel computations (such
that each has its own copy of s with the current position of the reading head). A accepts s if
all the computations spawned from the initial configuration terminate in the accepting state
qyes . We denote the tree language class recognized by a (deterministic atwa) atwa by (dATWA)
ATWA. One can prove that atwa recognize exactly the class of regular tree languages, hence
ATWA = REG, however, it is still an open problem whether the inclusion dATWA ⊆ REG is
strict or not.
Roughly speaking, an atwa A is circular if there is an input tree s such that one of the com-
putations of A on s gets into an infinite loop. Otherwise A is noncircular. We denote the class
of tree languages recognized by noncircular deterministic twa (atwa) by dTWAnc (dATWAnc).
We investigate the recognizing power of deterministic noncircular atwa and prove that they
are more powerful than deterministic twa, but less powerful than atwa. Thus we can write the
strict inclusions dTWA ⊂ dATWAnc ⊂ ATWA. Since dATWAnc ⊆ dATWA, we also obtain that
dTWA ⊂ dATWA.
Finally we raise an open question. In [5] it was proved that circularity does not give ex-
tra power for deterministic twa, i.e. dTWA = dTWAnc. This result suggests that possibly
dATWAnc = dATWA. If it does, then the strict inclusions dTWA ⊂ dATWA ⊂ ATWA holds.
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2D Pattern Repetition Based Lossless Image Compression
Dénes Paczolay
Recently several lossless compression methods were proposed for low-gradient
(continuous-tone) images. The majority of everyday photos, and also medical images and
satellite images tend to fall into this category. These algorithms were developed for grey-scale
images but, analogously, they can be applied to the colour components of coloured images as
well. The efficient lossless image compression algorithms developed for low-gradient images
are based on the coherence of pixel intensity. That is, based on the intensity of the neighboring
pixels they are able to give a good estimate of the intensity of the actual pixel. [4] The more
peaked the Gaussian distribution error, the more efficient the estimation will be. It is usually
easier to compress the resulting error-image, which is the difference between the original image
and the estimated pixel intensities for it. The estimation uses a few parameters at most, so we
can get a good compression ratio. An earlier trend was to apply lossy image compression for
the purpose of estimation, but the precision of the estimate obtained this way greatly depended
on the size of the lossy compressed image, and in many cases this method resulted in worse,
rather than better compression ratios [3].
In practice not only low-gradient images need to be compressed, but also high contrast or
colour palette images. In such cases, it frequently occurs that the pixels cannot be efficiently es-
timated from their neighbours, especially when the pixels represent colour indices. But even in
these cases the image may contain repetitions which can be exploited for efficient compression.
The algorithm which was developed here for such images is based on traditional and general
compression techniques. For example, the GIF format uses LZW [1] and the PNG format uses
LZ77 [2], these algorithms actually forming part of a well-known zip packer. To improve the
compression ratio on low-gradient images the PNG compressed image format uses some sim-
ple filters (estimations) – which may be different for each row. A common feature of these
widely used compression methods is that the compression and search is done one line at a
time. Interestingly, a common "deficiency" of all these methods is that if we rotate the image by
90 degrees, we can get a noticeably different compressed image size.
The novel lossless image compression algorithm described in this paper was developed
for images that contain repetitions of identical regions. Such images are produced when us-
ing remote desktop access (rdesktop), virtual network computing (VNC), document faxing,
or document-to-image conversion. The algorithm we propose here compresses not just the
homogenous areas, but also repeated background patterns, so it works very efficiently for pat-
terned background documents and the screenshots of a web-page. If the image contains many
texts (take, for example, a screen shot of this abstract), the method finds the blocks of the char-
acters and words and then compresses them.
When searching for the repetitions of 2D patterns, we have to solve the problem of handling
overlapping regions. For this we can store information about which pixels have already been
processed (compressed), so at these points the equivalence of pixels does not have to be ex-
amined. Because the regions tend to overlap the compression algorithm processes the pixels
in a non-linear order. A further optimization step we might take is to determine the optimal
number of bits required for storing the region sizes and the search distance; we can separate
large and small regions if necessary. The pixels that are not compressed (for example, the first
pixel) can be stored using Huffman Coding, Arithmetic Coding or some other way. Huffman
Coding is simple, but requires storing the Huffman table for decoding or the usage of a dy-
namic Huffman Code. In experiments we found that in some cases it is better to use a "pixel
cache" than some other method. The "pixel cache" contains the recently used 2m pixel values
(or colours). If the next uncompressed pixel is in the "cache" we store its index using m+1 bits,
otherwise we store the pixel or colour using n + 1 bits and add this pixel to the "cache" (where
the original image stored the pixels in n bits and m + 1 < n). If necessary, we can separate the
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short and long series of stored pixels and hence optimize the number of bits needed to show
each storage block (short/long stored pixels, small/large repeated region).
Our algorithm usually proves more efficient than PNG or GIF on the sort of images de-
scribed above. Furthermore, similar to PNG, our algorithm is suitable for palette and RGB
images as well.
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Robust Recognition of Vowels In Speech Impediment Therapy
Systems
Dénes Paczolay, András Bánhalmi, and András Kocsor
Learning to speak with damaged or missing auditory feedback is very dificult. It would
be a real help for the hearing impaired if a computer were able to provide a real-time visual
feedback of the quality of the uttered vowels. For speech impediment therapy and teaching
reading the SpeechMaster software package was developed in 2004 [7] and was financially
supported by the Hungarian Ministry of Education. The members of the Research Group on
Artificial Intelligence of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and University of Szeged were
the coordinators of the software development, and SpeechMaster is freely available from our
Internet site: http://www.inf.u-szeged.hu/beszedmester.
The software package has been downloaded numerous times and many people use it suc-
cessfully at many schools and at home. The speech impediment therapy part of SpeechMaster
was tested at the School for the Hearing Impaired in Kaposvár. The results of the experiments
show that the project achieved its ambitions [5]. Following therapy each young subject pro-
nounced vowels more intelligibly, and the number of mistakes became noticeably fewer. Hence
the use of the SpeechMaster can indeed speed up the learning of the utterance of vowels to a
significant degree. The speech therapy usually starts in early childhood with introductory ex-
ercises like loudness and pitch control drills. The success of our package among children is
due to its simple user interface and the playful sound formation exercises. Often children open
up more quickly and easily and start uttering sounds using a computer than with a therapist
who they do not know. The eficiency of the software can be attributed to two factors. First,
the therapy is based on a series of varied and customizable drills. Second, the software pro-
duces effective real-time vowel recognition with machine learning [2, 9, 12] and gives a clear
visual feedback. Although the project came to an end in 2004, the development of software is
still ongoing. We fixed several bugs and added some new features. Currently we are working
on improving the accuracy of the real-time vowel recogniser based on experiments and test
results.
The goal of the research is twofold. The first goal is to make the software package more
user independent. This is needed because the recogniser has to provide on objective rating
of the quality of the uttered vowels for all sorts of speakers. To achieve this goal we tried
applying real-time speaker normalization [3] and classifier combinations [4]. We found these
techniques to be valuable for improving the recognition accuracy [6, 8]. In the current system
we divide our vowel database into male, female and child speaker types. We trained three
distinct recognisers on these data sets, and trained another to separate these three groups and
detect which one is active. In this article we examine what happens if we create categories
automatically using a machine learning algorithm. We performed our tests with 3-8 categories
using the K-Means method and the Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean
[10] with several configurations.
The second goal is the research to improve the accuracy and stability of the recogniser near
the boundary of vowels in the transient period. This is required when the students practice the
pronunciation of vowels in words. In the current realisation we trained three-three recognisers
separately on isolated vowels and non-isolated vowels e.g. which were uttered in words (sep-
arately pronounced vowels and ones uttered in a word). Then we get the scores of the quality
of the uttered vowels as follows. First we select the active group (man, woman or child), next
we evaluate the two active classfiers (isolated and not-isolated ones), and lastly we get a result
using a classifier combination. To improve the stability we tried out new schemes, like training
a machine learner to decide whether the actual sound is a vowel or a nasal or if it is a border.
Earlier the SpeechMaster package applied three-layer Artificial Neural Networks [1], but in
this paper we describe the effects of using a Core Vector Machine [11] classifier as well.
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Performance Modeling of Hierarchical List Structures
Sándor Palugyai and János Miskolczi
Sequential Lists are widely used in the filed of telecommunication. These lists are exist in
firewall systems, in Access Control Lists (ACLs) in routers, or in filter lists in personal comput-
ers (for example in LINUX or BSD). With the aid of lists we can filter the incomming/outgoing
traffic of our PC or router. In base list-structures, when a packet arrives into the router or PC,
the processor matches it against the rules of the list. For long lists this searching time plays a
significant role in the packet delay.
In different platforms and in different systems the searching method in these lists can be
different. The Access Control Lists in IP routers use simple sequential searching method, or
hash structures. The BSD in personal computers use some trick to reduce the execution time
of searching. It creates groups from the list-rules and it decides in which group is the searched
match. Other systems use balanced tree structures for reducing the searching time. In our
work we created a mathematical model, which can describe these hierarchical list structures.
From the proposed model we also want to derive performance indices, such as packet delay
and packet loss, what packets suffer in the list.
The proposed model uses a Markovian structure, called the Discrete-time Quasi Birth-Death
(DQBD) process. That can be described and solved in a matrix-geometrical way. With the aid of
this type of process we can also calculate parameters that other structures are unable to handle,
e.g. state-distribution or the effect of a finite buffer. Since
using DQBDs the model can derive performance parameters, like packet delay and packet
loss ratio, from a parameterized hierarchical list. In our model parameters are the rule system
of the hierarchical list together with the matching probabilities and the description of the in-
coming traffic. The input/output traffic can be described by a Markovian Arrival Processes
(MAP) or by a Phase-Type (PH) distribution, which are widely used in the field of Markovian
performance modelling.
With the aid of our model, lots of performance parameters can be calculated. Because of this
fact the model can be used efficiently in testing and development of filter systems.
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Structural Complexity Metrics on SDL Programs1
Norbert Pataki, Ádám Sipos, and Zoltán Porkoláb
Structural complexity metrics play an important role in modern software engineering. Test-
ing, bugfixing cover an increasing percentage of the software lifecycle. The most significant
part of the cost spent on software design is connected to the maintenance of the product. The
cost of software maintenance highly correlates with the structural complexity of the code. With
the aid of a good complexity-measurement tool the critical parts of the software can be pre-
dicted. Metrics can help writing good quality code by predicting development and testing
efforts as early as the design phase.
The Specification and Description Language (SDL) [1] is a high-level specification lan-
guage widely used in the telecommunation industry (e.g. in protocol specification). The lan-
guage supports numerous special constructs, like non-determinstic decisions, axiomatic ab-
stract datatype definition, and others. The language is able to work with both text-based rep-
resentation and graphical representation. The aforementioned language constructs are rarely
found in widely used programming languages – like C, C++ or Java –, thus they cause difficul-
ties when applying conventional metrics on SDL programs.
A multiparadigm structural complexity metric is described in [2]. Based on earlier experi-
ments [3, 4] we extend this metric to cover the SDL-specific language constructs. We validate
the metric using a database of five-year-long test results originated from real-world applica-
tions developed at a major multinational telecommunications company.
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Concept-based C++ template overload compilation with XML
transformations
Szabolcs Payrits and István Zólyomi
Parametric polymorphism provides a high level of abstraction by enabling type arguments
in function and type definitions. This programming paradigm is implemented by templates
in C++. Type safety of parametric polymorphism is greatly improved by concept checking
which allows formal specification of type parameter requirements. On one hand, concepts
help application developers to implement correct parameter types conforming to static type-
safety. On the other hand, concepts also make it possible to overload polymorphic functions
based on selected characteristics of the parameter types.
Currently there is no established C++ standard for defining concepts, although several pro-
posals compete to be adopted into the standard. The common approach in these proposals is
to define concepts similarly to interfaces in other languages, e.g. Java. In this paper we suggest
another possible alternative, similar to current type traits definitions. We assume a set of ele-
mentary predicates about C++ types and we define concepts as a composite logical expression
of these elementary predicates.
Advanced C++ metaprogramming techniques also require a template overloading mech-
anism based on template type arguments. However, currently C++ template overloading is
fundamentally based on the Substitution-Failure-Is-Not-An-Error (SFINAE) rule. This rule
makes template overloading dependent on tracing of internal compiler behaviour, what makes
template metaprogramming extremely vulnerable to compiler bugs and compiler-dependent
relaxations of the standard.
In this paper we show that in selected cases it is possible to replace the current template
overloading approach based on SFINAE with template overloads based on explicitly defined
concepts. By eliminating SFINAE, we can separate the compilation of template-containing
C++ programs into two phases. During the first compilation phase, resolution of template
overloads based on our concept predicates and template instantiation is done. Second phase is
the compilation of a c++ program containing no templates into binary code.
With this separation of phases, it is possible to use an independent meta-compiler tool for
the execution of the first phase of the compilation. The second compilation phase can be done
with any standard C++ compiler.
As a proof of concept, we have started to implement the-phase compilation mechanism.
Currently, our C++ concepts are defined as C++ comments for template parameters. Compi-
lation consists of three steps: in first step, we use the Columbus C++ parser to transform our
concept-containing C++ program into an XML-based representation called CPPML. Template
instantiation with concept-based template overloading is implemented as an XSLT transforma-
tion on the CPPML language, resulting in another CPPML document with all templates instan-
tiated. In the third step we convert the transformed document back into standard (template-
less) C++ code.
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Comparison of convolution based interpolation techniques in digital
image processing
Miklós Póth
In this paper, we compare different types of interpolation techniques. Both sinc based (linear
and cubic) and spline based interpolators are presented in detail. The quality of the interpola-
tion techniques are tested on doubling the size of the images in both directions. We present the
accuracy of all techniques, and the frequency responses of the interpolators.
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Declarative mapping between concrete and abstract syntax of
domain-specific visual languages1
István Ráth
Nowadays, the relevance of domain-specific visual languages is rapidly increasing due to
the fact that they enable engineers to better concentrate on the problem itself.
In this paper, I present the VIATRADSM framework, a tool developed by Dávid Vágó and
myself at the Department of Measurement and Information Systems of the Budapest Univer-
sity of Technology and Economics, which utilizes VIATRA2[2] to provide uniform support for
creating editors, transformations, simulators and code generators for domain specific visual
languages within the Eclipse framework.
The VIATRADSM framework is based on a plug-in architecture in order to enable the user to
view the same modelspace from different domain-specific perspectives, which is an important
advantage over current DSM implementations, since those tools focus on generating a separate
editor program for each domain. VIATRADSM’s tree view-based, syntax-driven editors can be
constructed by simply specifying the domain metamodel (abstract syntax).
In most of the current DSM tools, such as MetaEdit+[3], concrete syntax representation is
directly mapped to the abstract syntax, meaning that logical entities are always visualised as
nodes, and logical relationships as edges. This is acceptable for simple languages, however
our experience has shown that using more complex metamodels, especially those conceived
for automated model transformations, not only results in visual models being too complicated
to overview, but it can also drain system resources heavily.
Thus, modern approaches, such as Eclipse’s Graphical Modeling Framework[4], employ a
separate visualisation metamodel, which describes the structural appearance of diagrams. This
technique allows the toolsmith to hide unnecessary detail, however it is still limited in the sense
that classes can only be mapped to nodes and references to edges.
The declarative mapping technology presented in this paper, developed for the
VIATRADSM framework, extends this idea by using VIATRA2’s graph pattern matching engine
to give the language engineer complete freedom to define how models are visualized. Thus,
complex mappings such as aggregations can be easily defined using VIATRA2’s native pattern
description language (based on the Visual and Precise Metamodeling[1] language). The goal of
the research is to provide full declarative support for specifying these mappings, meaning that
language engineers should be able to construct visually appealing and effective tools without
any manual coding.
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Occupancy Grid Based Robot Navigation with Sonar and Camera
Richárd Szabó
Autonomous mobile robots is a young interdisciplinary scientific field of growing impor-
tance with strong connections to electronics engineering, informatics and cognitive sciences
([5]). Development in this domain will substantially influance our lives in the near future.
Mobile robot simulators offers rapid prototyping environment for modelling, programming,
and analizing different robotic tasks. Although difficulties and drawbacks are arising when
using simulators, their obvious advantages make them unavoidable ([4]). Webots ([1]) is a
well-known representant of these programs, a three-dimensional mobile robot simulator with
the possibility to program and control various type of wheeled and legged robots.
At CSCS 2002 the author presented a metric navigation module using occupancy grid in the
Webots mobile robot simulation environment ([2]). During this task the robot covers the surface
of square-shaped environment while it creates the map. As a continuation of the research a
topological graph is placed on top of occupancy grid. The implementation of a topologic graph
of the explorable places using the metric map enables the robot to navigate in a more efficient
manner as it was presented at CSCS 2004 ([3]).
During this talk the author presents an extension of the former methods. An on-top camera
complement the perception of the sonar sensors determining obstacle distance by floor plane
extraction ([6]). Efficiency of the three methods is compared and conclusions are drawn about
their usefulness.
Keywords: mobile robots, simulation, navigation, occupancy grid, topological graph, image processing
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Word Boundary Detection Based on Phoneme Sequence Constraints1
György Szaszák and Zsolt Németh
Most of ASR applications are based on statistical approach, often using Hidden Markov
models to model phonemes. For the purpose of speech recognition, words in the dictionary
of speech recognizers are mapped to phoneme model sequences. In case of continuous speech
recognition even word networks are connected together during the decoding process, which
needs much more computation performance and which also might lead to more confusions
due to the longer speech patterns increasing the number of canditate word sequences. In ASR,
the Viterbi algorithm is used for recognition to find the most probable match. Using word level
segmentation or word boundary information in ASR systems can decrease the searching space
during the decoding process thus increase recognition accuracy.
In human speech perception word boundary detection depends on many factors, including
prosodic, semantic and sintactic cues [4]. The interaction among these factors is difficult to
model, hence prosodic or sintactic information are usually handled and processed separately.
Speech production is a continuous movement of the articulating organs, producing a contin-
uous acoustic signal. In human speech processing, linguistic content and phonological rules
help the brain to separate syntactic units, such as sentences, phrases (sections between two
intakes of breath), sintagms or even words.
Since the mid-eighties there have been several trials to exploit prosodic information in hu-
man speech [5, 6]. In the Laboratory of Speech Acoustic of the Budapest University of Technol-
ogy and Economics, we have already investigated word boundary detection possibilities based
on prosodic features, reliing mainly on fundamental frequency and energy level data derived
from the acoustic signal [1]. We have also trained a prosodic HMM based word boundary
segmentator in order to use it as a front-end module for Viterbi decoding in ASR [2].
Using phoneme sequence information is an alternative for word boundary detection.
Phoneme sequence constarints can be derived by matching a complete set of 3 phoneme se-
quences that can occur accross word boundaries [3, 8]. Phoneme assimilations must be taken
into account over word boundaries.
In this paper we would like to investigate the use of phoneme sequence constraints in word
boundary detection for Hungarian language. We have collected a phonetically rich, large Hun-
garian text database from the Internet. This material was transcribed phonetically taking into
account all possible assimilations over word boundaries, and also the pronunciation variants of
words [7]. We matched against this corpus complete sets of 2 or 3 phoneme sequences in order
to get a frequency statistics of each phoneme sequence element word internally and over word
boundaries. In this way we obtained a frequency database for all possible phoneme sequences
in Hungarian. Based on this information we derived a set of rules (eg. phoneme sequence
constraints) which can be used for word boundary detection for Hungarian language. We also
investigated the adaptability of the method for phoneme based speech recognizer’s output that
contains some phoneme confusions, since phoneme recognition accuracy in ASR - just like in
case of human listeners - is around 70-80%. A new challenge is the paralel use of prosody based
and phoneme sequence based word boundary detection methods, which might be of interest in
our future work. In this paper we would like to present our methodology and evaluate our re-
sults obtained by phoneme sequence based word boundary detection for Hungarian language.
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Caching in Multidimensional Databases
István Szépkúti
One utilisation of multidimensional databases is the field of On-line Analytical Processing
(OLAP). The applications in this area are designed to make the analysis of shared multidimen-
sional information fast.
On one hand, speed can be achieved by specially devised data structures and algorithms.
On the other hand, the process of analysis is a cyclic one. In other words, the user of the OLAP
application runs his or her queries in a row. The output of the latest enquiry may be there (at
least partly) in one of the previous results. Therefore caching also plays an important role in
the operation of these systems.
However, caching in itself may not be enough to ensure acceptable performance. Size does
matter: The more memory is available, the larger we gain by loading and keeping information
in there.
Oftentimes, the cache size is fixed. This limits the performance of the multidimensional
database, as well, unless we try and condense the data in order to move a greater proportion of
them into the memory. Caching combined with proper compression methods promise further
performance improvements.
In this paper, we investigate how caching influences the rapidity of OLAP systems. Different
physical representations (multidimensional and table-based) are evaluated. For the thorough
comparison, a model is proposed. We draw conclusions based on this model, and these con-
clusions are verified with empirical data. In particular, using benchmark databases, we show
examples when one physical representation is more beneficial than the alternative one and vice
versa.
Keywords: compression, caching, multidimensional database, On-line Analytical Processing, OLAP
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Testing and optimization of a continuous speech recognizer with a
middle sized vocabulary1
Csaba Teleki, Szabolcs L. Tóth, and Klára Vicsi
This paper describes testing and optimization methods of a speaker independent, continu-
ous and automatic speech recognizer, developed at the Laboratory of Speech Acoustics. The
recognizer is based on acoustic and language models built using statistical methods. It is ca-
pable of training and recognizing middle sized vocabulary-based texts, containing 1000-20 000
different words. New methods were developed in acoustical preprocessing [1], in statistical
model developing and language modeling. The recognizer uses HMM acoustic models for
phonemes [2] and bigram language model, using non-linear smoothing [3]. During the tests
we varied the acoustical models and the language model of the recognizer.
The acoustic models were trained, using the Hungarian Reference Database (MRBA) [4].The
optimization of these models were done earlier. In the end, the recognizer uses Quasi-
Continuous HMM (QCHMM) models with 4-5 states based on recordings made with 16
kHz sample rate, 17 derivates in Bark frequency domain, 17 time derivates, 17 second time
derivates, and energy as input vector. For details on optimization of acoustic level see [5].
The language model were developed using a text corpus collected from 2700 medical reports
from the of Medical Clinic nr 2 of SOTE in Budapest and 6365 medical reports from the Medical
School of Szeged.
For testing purposes we used a couple of different type of recordings. One of them was
made at Medical Clinic nr 2 of SOTE in Budapest. The test material contains spoken medical
reports of 5 different doctors each physician dictating 4 different medical reports. Therefore,
20 different recordings, from 5 different speakers were used for testing. The recordings were
made in an examination room with bad acoustic condition. The other type of testing material
was recorded in our laboratory by 2 speakers, containing the same text, but in better acoustic
condition.
The recognizer was evaluated from multiple points of view: word error rate (WER), real
time factor (RT), memory capacity used during recognition (MEM).
This paper presents results that show that the goodness of the recognizer is influenced by:
• the type training material,
• the acoustic conditions of the testing material,
• the pronunciation quality of the speaker,
• the size of the searching space,
• the weighting of the role of the bigram language model.
We trained three different types of acoustic models: one based only on male speech, another
one based on only on female speech and one based on mixed (male and female) speech from
the MRBA database. So far, for the recordings made at the Medical Clinic, the word error rate
is 30% for lexemes, using the language model built based on the reports made at the Med-
ical Clinic from Budapest. Using the recordings made at our laboratory, in better acoustical
conditions, the results got significantly better (WER = 21%). Mean value for the real time fac-
tor were 1 and for the memory capacity used were 300MB. The pronunciation quality of the
speaker influences the WER. If the pronunciation quality is higher, de recognizer gives better
results. If the size of the searching space is bigger, the results will be better, but then increases
the processing time and the used memory.
1The work has been supported by the Hungarian Scientific Research Foundations (OTKA T 046487 ELE) and by
The National Office of Research and Technology (IKTA 00056).
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The above mentioned preliminary results showed that optimization of the acoustic and lan-
guage model of the recognizer is required. Beyond tuning the mentioned parameters to the
appropriate values, optimization at different levels of the training material is necessary. At the
level of acoustic models we will show results regarding the effectiveness of using supervised
speaker adaptation. At the level of the language model we tried to optimize the vocabulary, us-
ing perplexity and active vocabulary adaptation. Using these optimization methods, the word
error rate decreased under 10 %.
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Model-based Development of Graphical User Interfaces1
Dániel Tóth and Eszter Jósvai
The development of computer technology vastly broadened the range of potential users.
Previously the primary users of computer applications were developers themselves, nowa-
days most applications are developed for end users who use them for regular work and have
no special understanding of the inner workings of the system. These users need graphical
user interfaces (GUIs) designed with these requirements in mind. Another important trend in
application design is the requirement to be able to run on a wide range of different platforms.
Present day GUI designer tools are very advanced in that they make the design process a
very simple task. They usually feature code generation facilities to remove the requirement of
lengthy coding. However they are typically tied to a single programming language and plat-
form. There are attempts to create platform-independent GUI description techniques, but they
typically approach the problem by adding another layer above existing frameworks and widget
libraries. Usually some interpreter is used to translate the platform-independent description to
the native widget set in run-time.
True platform independence can be achieved trough the use of OMG’s Model Driven Archi-
tecture (MDA) guidelines. The MDA defines a development procedure where the application
is designed as a platform-independent model which is automatically transformed into plat-
form specific models which serve as a base for automatic code generation for a wide variety
of platforms. The ability to modify the application model easily, then propagate the modifica-
tion automatically to the generated appliation is particularly important in GUI design, since it
requires frequent conciliation with the end users.
We created a GUI modelling system using the VIATRA2 transformation and modelling
framework that allows the generation of native code for different platforms. It can also take
the platform independent GUI model from different kinds of model sources. Our prototype
implementation used UML models for input because it is an industry standard for software
design and documentation. UML by itself is not useable for GUI modelling and this has been a
major obstacle in utilizing the MDA concept for such development. We created a UML profile
to make platform independent GUI modelling in UML possible.
We have found that user interface design is not as easy in UML as in the special GUI design
tools. Therefore we conducted further research in the field of domain specific modelling (DSM).
DSM allows the creation of an easy to use visual GUI model editor, similar to the plaform
specific design tools, while maintaining the platform independence and the ability to output
UML models for unified documentation of the application.
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Hybrid algorithm for sentence alignment of Hungarian-English
parallel corpora
Krisztina Tóth, Richárd Farkas, and András Kocsor
Parallel corpora, i.e. texts available in two or more languages with their segments aligned,
are playing an increasingly important role in natural language processing. The processing
of parallel corpora facilitates more easier for example, the building of automated machine
translation systems and multilingual lexica. This paper describes an efficient hybrid technique
for aligning sentences with their translation in a parallel corpus.
The Algorithm
The accuracy of a sentence-aligning algorithm depends to a great extent on the preceding
sentence segmentation. Thus we proposed a sentence segmenting algorithm that works both
on Hungarian and English texts and has an error rate of 0.5% or less.
In the process of alignment the sentence segmenting algorithm divides the English and Hun-
garian raw texts first into paragraphs, then into sentences. The output of the alignment is a
TEI-compliant file containing the identifiers of the aligned Hungarian and English sentences.
In the sentence aligning algorithm we soon realised that sentences could be not extended
beyond paragraph boundaries. The majority of the sentence-aligning algorithms are based on
a kind of length-measure [6].
We chose the number of characters as the length-measure, and also took into consideration the
fact that the number of characters within sentences have a correlation, thus in general a long
sentence corresponds to a long sentence and a short sentence to a short one [3]. Obviously, it
happens only in the simplest cases that a single source sentence corresponds to a single target
sentence. It might happen, due to the translator’s freedom of interpretation, that one source
sentence corresponds to several possible target sentences and that several source sentences
correspond to a single target sentence. For this reason we present a novel algorithm that is
capable of recognising 1-N, N-1 and N-M correspondences as well.
We combined statistical, length-based alignment with an anchor-searching method that
forms the basis of partial text-alignment. We gain such lexical information via anchor-
recognition, the latter of which is present both in the target and source sentences. The anchor-
searching processes published for Hungarian use the normalised form of numbers and words
starting with capital letters as anchors. We added acronyms and abbreviations as anchors and
employ named entities (NE) instead of words that start with a capital letter. We extracted the
named entities via a quasi language-independent NE recogniser built by FARKAS et al [2]. The
reason why we omitted the use of words starting with capital letter as an anchor was to avoid
filtering anchors moreover, we gain valuable information by retaining inflected, lower-case
named entities characteristic of agglutinative languages.
During the implementation of our hybrid algorithm we made use of both the statistical
and anchor methods to examine similarities between the source and target sentences. Our
costs are calculated on the basis of the length-proportion of corresponding sentences and costs
assigned to the applied synchronising categories [6], just like the Gale and Church method
used as a reference algorithm. We set the tolerance limit of length-proportion to 0.85 since
Hungarian texts are generally 15% longer than their English equivalents. This data came
from the sentence-length statistics of an English-Hungarian translation memory. We also
assigned costs to similarities calculated on the basis of anchor-information, then the costs were
totalled. Our cost thus derives from the costs of length-proportions measures and the costs of




The implemented sentence segmenting algorithm was tested on a randomly selected part
of the Szeged Treebank [1] with a result of 99.7-99.85%. This result surpasses earlier results
published for the Hungarian language [4, 5].
The testing of the hybrid algorithm described above was carried out on the English-
Hungarian parallel corpus built by the Research Group on Artificial Intelligence of the Hungar-
ian Academy of Science at the University of Szeged. This corpus is comprised of 8,000 sentence
pairs. The corpus contains mostly bilingual newspaper articles and general descriptions. The
corpus tries to represent the Hungarian and English everyday languages. Due to the use of
anchors the hybrid algorithm identified the synchronising units correctly, thus we were able
to achieve more accurate results than with the length-based alignment of the Gale and Church
method used as the reference algorithm. In the cases of alignment without anchors, this was
determined solely by the cost of length-based matching (mapping).
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Database Design Patterns
Ovidiu Vasutiu and Florina Vasutiu
The purpose of this communication is to analyze the classical database design solutions to
some classical problems like multi-language support or "history data" maintenance in software
applications. We shall focus on the web-application and on the ERP Systems.
As internationalization is no longer a paper concepts, the applications address users that
speak different languages - so multi-language support is one of the issues to be considered
when designing an application. We have analyzed the way in which several applications im-
plement the multi-language support.
Among of aspects to be considered when implementing the language database design are:
the possibility to switch the language during the runtime, the measure in which the application
data needs to be translated, the most important, the dynamism of the data and the data type.
If the translation is to be stored in the same table with the "original" data, or in "dictionary"
table is to be discussed. If the data used in application is relatively static, than a single dictio-
nary table (more dictionary tables grouped by different criteria) properly indexed is doing the
job. For dynamic, different in type application data, different solutions involving auto-referred
tables or more dictionary tables are used.
Maintaining the old version of the data, saving intermediary data and the archive of date to
be rarely used are some aspects to be considered when we speak about "history data" mainte-
nance. Depending about the amount of legacy data that the business needs required, different
design are used and they are to be presented and subject to discussions, as a definitive pattern
is not yet defined. The need of additional columns to the table or maybe the need of a parallel
table might be noticed, but also auto-referred tables might be used.
The way in which the classical database operations: insert, update, delete are performed for
each of this solutions, the optimal indexations of the tables and the advantages of each method
are to be discussed. An exemplification of the applications of these remarks to the classical
ERP solutions (SAP mostly) are to be presented and the recommendations for implementing
web-applications are further to be discussed.
The modeling method used is, generally, the entity-relationship model, but the object-role
modeling is going to be used were further details are needed.
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Transformation and simulation of domain specific languages1
Dávid Vágó
In the last decade, as computer applications have become more and more complex, mod-
eling became an essential and unavoidable part of software development. Models represent
software at a higher level of abstraction, allowing developers to focus mainly on the business
intelligence, and delay implementation-specific questions to a later stage. In the early 1990s
UML (Universal Modeling Language) was conceived to support the design of object-oriented
systems. UML gives a language (graphical notation and semantics) to describe the structure
and overall behavior of software components, but due to its imprecise semantics [1], formal
verification of UML models is hardly possible. Its other weakness is that it tries to be as uni-
versal as possible, which makes application field specific modeling elaborate, generally done
by extensions called UML profiles. Certain modeling aspects (such as reliability) already have a
well-established formalisms (in case of reliability, that would be Petri nets). Thus a reliability
experts, who had always worked with Petri nets, may find it difficult to transform their ideas
to the language of UML.
Domain specific modeling (DSM) is a more advanced design methodology, which intro-
duces the term domain. A domain is the set of concepts of a specific application field. For
example, the domain of mobile communication includes the concepts SMS, dialing, contact
list, etc. DSM allows the developers to create domain-specific models, models made up of these
application-specific concepts. Thus an user interface designer would use familiar concepts like
window, scrollbar or menu when designing the appearance of the system, and on the other hand,
the reliability expert working on the same system could use Petri nets.
There are various DSM tools available (MetaEdit+, Microsoft DSL Tools and many others),
and all of them provides support for graphical editing of domain-specific models and (gener-
ally template-based) source code generation. However there are two other important areas of
domain-specific modeling, simulation and model transformations, which are not widely sup-
ported. Model-level simulation makes it easier for the developer to test the behavior of his/her
model. Model transformation on the other hand is useful for formal model verification. Some
tools make it possible to follow the execution of the generated code on the model level, but in-
teractive simulation or model verification support is rare. In my paper, I focus on VIATRADSM,
a tool designed by István Ráth and Dávid Vágó at the Department of Measurement and Infor-
mation Systems of the Budapest University of Technology and Economics. This tool is based
on VIATRA2[2], a universal model transformation framework made by other members of the
same research group.
The underlying VIATRA2 framework has strong transformation capabilities (based on graph
transformation rules and abstract state machines), and in my paper I examine how these capa-
bilities may be used in a domain-specific modeling tool. My goal is to integrate interactive sim-
ulation and model transformation features into the existing VIATRADSM framework. Many
existing DSM tools lack simulation support because they provide no way of describing model
semantics. In the first part of my paper, I discuss how model semantics can be expressed using
the declarative GTASM language of VIATRA2. Using GTASM, model semantics can be given
using simple, pattern-based transformation steps. Using Petri nets as an example, I demon-
strate how interactive simulation works in our DSM tool. Finally, I show that complex model
transformations can be expressed and executed as simply as simulations, and I give an example
how such a transformation can be used for model verification.
1This work was partially supported by the SENSORIA European project (IST-3-016004)
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Model transformations on the Preprocessor Metamodel
- Graph Transformation approach
László Vidács
There is an important trend in software engineering that focuses on development methods
where models are used besides concentrating on source code only. In previous work we de-
signed a metamodel for C/C++ preprocessing (Columbus Schema for C/C++ Preprocessing
[1]). The metamodel describes the source code from the preprocessor‘s point of view and en-
ables the studying the preprocessor constructs in detail.
Refactoring techniques are considered as promising means for software development. There
exists extensive literature on refactoring object-oriented programs. Refactoring on C++ code is
supported by a variety of tools. Preprocessor means obstacle for these tools. Since preprocess-
ing loses information about macros and different configurations, it is not enough to work on
the preprocessed code. Tool developers face the problem of having two different languages:
C/C++ and the preprocessor language. There are several research papers about solving this
problem, but the aim of these contributions is to implement only the C/C++ refactorings. A
recent work of Garrido [2] combines directive usages into the C language. The contribution
contains several preprocessor related refactorings, which are not related to the C language itself
but to the preprocessing directives. Refactorings made on directives may be not so complicated
as language dependent refactorings combined with directives. But they may have important
role in refactoring real C/C++ programs. However, refactorings are usually considered from
the implementation point of view only, not from a conceptual view.
A conceptual view on preprocessor refactorings on the basis of metamodels and graph trans-
formations allows to express the properties of refactorings more precise. A conceptual view
also opens the possibility for viewing refactorings on the semantical level. In this contribution
we provide transformations on preprocessor constructs (like adding a new macro parameter)
as graph transformations. We use a single pushout approach providing the left-hand side and
right-hand side of the transformation. The transformed graph is a directed, labelled and at-
tributed graph. It is a program graph according to the UML class diagram of the metamodel.
To be more general we extend the usual notation with the concept of multi-nodes. It is common
to use NACs (Negative Application Condition) to prevent application of a graph transforma-
tion rule, but we chose to use OCL expressions instead, because in program transformation
context the application conditions are as complex as the structural changes in the graph. OCL
is appropriate not only to formalize conditions but to check them in a program graph.
To validate this approach we choose the USE system instead of existing graph transforma-
tion engines. USE can handle UML metamodels and models, this concept fits to our existing
program representation. The graph transformation rule is given as a USE description and con-
verted into basic operations on the model instance. The USE system evaluates OCL expressions
to check the application conditions and performs the operations. The time consuming part of
a transformation is to find the appropriate place in the graph where it is applicable. In case of
refactoring the user has to determine the place of the transformation, in our implementation
the place is a parameter of the transformation rule.
Our approach uses the result of graph transformation theory in software (re)engineering.
Transformations on preprocessor constructs are not well studied yet. In this paper they are
formalized using a higher level representation which also enables condition checking. The
metamodel-model approach of the USE system provides a flexible framework to manipulate
graphs and to visually check the transformation rules. Besides model to model transformations
the reverse engineering tools of the Columbus system give the possibility of source code to
source code level transformations.
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High-level Restructuring of TTCN-3 Test Suites
Antal Wu-Hen-Chang, Dung Le Viet, and Gyula Csopaki
Telecommunication software provides the foundation of the communication infrastructure.
These systems must be reliable, efficient and compatible with systems from different vendors.
Consequently, their development must be accompanied by quality assurance activities, thus
testing plays a vital role during the development process of each telecommunication system.
The purpose of testing is to find all errors and shortcomings of the system. This is a very
resource-demanding and time-consuming task, because it requires the manual effort of many
well-trained developers, therefore its support is an important challenge.
TTCN-3 (Testing and Test Control Notation 3) [1] is the new industry-standard test speci-
fication language that was developed and standardized by the European Telecommunication
Standards Institute (ETSI). It is a very powerful language that has been tried out on different
application areas of testing. It can be applied for all kinds of black-box testing for reactive and
distributed systems and it is suitable to test virtually any system including telecommunication
and mobile systems, Internet and CORBA based protocols.
The general testing process with TTCN-3 includes the following main steps: The developed
test suite is compiled and extended with an adaptor that provides the connection between the
tested system and the executable test suite. Then the executable test suite is executed against
the system under test. Finally, the results are evaluated.
TTCN-3 has a special language element – the template – that provides sophisticated means
for describing test data. In order to test complicated systems, the TTCN-3 templates can be
created either in a manual or in an automatic way, but in neither case is the result optimal, since
developers cannot cope with the enormous number of huge data structures, and automatic
methods focus primarily on the generation problem. According to our empirical experiences
test data definition occupies at least 60-70 percent of a complete test specification and they are
highly redundant. Consequently, these modules are unnecessarily large that leads to several
problems. In case of very large TTCN-3 modules the compilation time can be surprisingly long,
which sets back the development process. It is not uncommon, that the compilation of the
test specification takes more than an hour on an average computer and complicated test suites
consist of several different modules. Besides, executable test suites derived from large modules
have performance drawbacks, that makes it harder to develop performance or scalability test
suites, where performance is a critical issue. Furthermore, we must take into account, that the
development process of a test suite is cyclic, therefore these problems appear repeatedly.
By eliminating the redundant and unused data structures, the quality of the generated im-
plementation code can be significantly improved. In our paper, we introduce a re-engineering
method that can be applied without human intervention to test data templates defined in
TTCN-3. The approach analyzes and restructures [2, 3] an already existing TTCN-3 template
specification, so that it becomes more compact, redundancy-free and the compilation time is
reduced. Naturally, the alterations retain semantical correctness, only syntactical changes are
introduced.
Beside the static test data restructuring, it is worth analysing the TTCN-3 description of the
dynamic behavior. The test specifications often contain repeated test steps, but because of their
complex nature, they can’t be detected easily. We examine the possibility of applying dynamic
behavior restructurings to TTCN-3, that would extract and reuse frequently appearing test
steps.
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